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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
Ethical Decision-Making Regarding Multiple Relationships
Between Therapist and Client
By
Diana Jochai
Master of Arts, Graduate Program in Psychology
Loma Linda University, December 2008
Dr. Janet Sonne, Chairperson

The current study examined a new conceptual model of factors critical to a
therapist’s decision-making process when faced with the potential of a nonsexual
multiple relationship with a client. This new model was founded on the conceptual
framework proposed by Street, Douglas, Geiger, & Martinko (2001) and integrated the
components of the decision-making process and the individual and situational factors
influencing those components identified in existing general conceptual models and
specific behavioral guidelines. For the ethical decision-making process to begin, a
practitioner must be able to recognize the presenting problem as an ethical dilemma
(Brazerman, 1986; Jones, 1991; Street et ah, 2001; Zur, 2007). Street et al. proposed that
the degree to which an individual will expend cognitive effort (i.e., the level of cognitive
expenditure) to recognize (as well as think through and make a decision about) an ethical
dilemma is dependent on both motivation and ability elements. In turn, there are
individual and situational characteristics that impact both the individual’s motivation and
ability. As such, this study was intended to explore the role of the practitioners’
individual motivation element (affective response to the problematic situation, need for
cognition, need for closure or tolerance of ambiguity, and gender) and ability (i.e.
“ethical sensitivity”) element (e.g., type of ethics training, experience as a clinician,
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knowledge of the current Ethics Code [APA, 2002], and empathy) in their willingness to
expend cognitive energy to recognize an ethical dilemma involving a potential nonsexual
multiple relationship. It was predicted that the greater the degree of cognitive
expenditure, the greater the likelihood that the psychologist would recognize the ethical
dilemma. Both motivational and ability elements in this study were hypothesized to be
related to the likelihood of recognition of an ethical dilemma by impacting the level of
cognitive expenditure. Eighty five clinical psychologists completed the Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Watson, Clark, & Tellegan, 1988), Need for
Cognition Scale (NCS) (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984), Multiple Stimulus Types of
Ambiguity Tolerance (MSTAT-I) (McLain, 1993), Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)
(Davis, 1983), Ethical Knowledge Questionnaire, and a demographic questionnaire that
assessed the gender, the nonsexual multiple relationship ethics, event occurrence
(scenario) ethics training, and experience as a clinician. Data attained from these
measures was analyzed using factor analyses, as well as linear and multiple regression.
The proposed model was not supported by the data; however, this study generated a
number of important findings. Individual motivation element was found to consist of two
subfactors: a cognitive one (need for cognition and need for closure) and an affective one
(positive affect). “Ethical sensitivity” seemed to compose more characteristics than those
included in the individual ability element; it was also captured in the individual
motivation element. One of the cognitive characteristics, the need for cognition, and
positive affect were found to correlate significantly with cognitive expenditure. Positive
affect was the only significant predictor of cognitive expenditure; thus, individual’s
positive emotion appeared to have the strongest potential to be beneficial or impinging to
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the cognitive process when engaging in decision-making process. The findings showed
that the likelihood of recognition of an ethical dilemma related to gender of the therapist
and his or her level of empathy; “moral intensity” of the dilemma seemed to be a
potential determining factor on which of these characteristics served as the strongest
predictor. Further research is needed to explore the role of “moral intensity” in
recognition of the ethical dilemma. Although further refinement of the measure of
cognitive expenditure is required, the results showed this component to form a curvilinear
relationship with recognition of ethical dilemma with low level of cognitive expenditure
related to both lower and higher likelihood of recognition of an ethical dilemma. High
cognitive expenditure associated with moderate scores of recognition of ethical dilemma.
Limitations and future directions were offered as well as the implications for clinical
training.

xin

INTRODUCTION

The current American Psychological Association (APA) Ethics Code states that a
multiple relationship is established between a psychotherapist and a client when they
engage in a relationship (personal or professional) in addition to the therapeutic
relationship (APA, 2002). This definition incorporates both sexual and non-sexual
multiple relationships. The APA Ethics Code establishes that some types of multiple
relationships are prohibited, but notes that not all such relationships are unethical. All
sexual multiple relationships are proscribed; prohibition of non-sexual relationships is
situational. Ethical dilemmas regarding dual or multiple relationships have been
frequently reported by practicing psychologists (Pope & Vetter, 1992). However, as in
the past, the current Code fails to provide the psychologist with specific guidance
regarding the decision about whether or not to engage in a nonsexual multiple
relationship (Barnett, Behnke, Rosenthal, & Koocher, 2007).
Psychologists (and other mental health professionals) have been offered guidance
from various sources regarding appropriate conduct when faced with ethical dilemmas,
including those specific to nonsexual multiple relationships. The guidance comes from
several conceptual models that delineate the process components and factors judged to be
critical in ethical decision-making. Most conceptual models that have been empirically
tested address general ethical decision-making processes. Clinicians also have received
direction from behavioral guidelines that propose step-by-step procedures for resolving
ethical dilemmas. Ethical decision-making regarding the specific ethical dilemma posed
by potential multiple relationships has been addressed primarily by such behavioral
guidelines, though some guidelines include factors affecting the process of decision-
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making (such as the clinician’s sensitivity to ethical issues or the clinician’s emotional
response to the dilemma) cited in conceptual models. To date, there has been no research
that has examined whether psychologists actually follow the behavioral guidelines to
resolve an ethical dilemma involving a potential multiple relationship between a therapist
and a client nor has researched examined the degree to which various factors affect that
process. This study proposes to fill a critical gap in this literature. The study will
empirically test a new conceptual model of the components of the therapist’s decision
making process, and the factors impacting that process, when the therapist is faced with
the potential of a nonsexual multiple relationship with a client. This new model is an
integration of the components and the individual and situational factors identified in
existing general conceptual models and specific behavioral guidelines.

APA Ethics Code
For over fifty years the American Psychological Association (APA) has been
formulating and adjusting a guide for practitioners in the form of an ethics code. The
code is intended to provide guidelines regarding what is required and expected of
psychologists in professional practice. The idea was, and has continued to be, according
to Fisher (2003), for the code to encompass “standards that would encourage the highest
endeavor of psychologists, ensure public welfare, promote sound relationships with allied
professions, and promote the professional standing of the discipline” (p. 3). Despite the
extensive evolution of the APA Ethics Code, it continues to be in need of further changes
to better assist practitioners in their thinking process when faced with ethical dilemmas.
A call for an ethics code for psychologists arose following the events around the
middle of the last century (Fisher, 2003; Pope & Vetter, 1992). Prior to and following
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World War II there was an increase in the awareness and utilization of psychological
services. Psychologists helped with the treatment of veterans when they returned from the
war, as well as created assessment measures to help evaluate eligibility for military
service (Fisher, 2003). The incorporation of the principles of psychology during that time
period facilitated growth in the discipline, followed by a greater awareness of the need to
better define its values.
To help compose a document that would reflect a set of the values of the
discipline, the first APA Ethics Committee was formed in 1947 (Fisher, 2003; Gottlieb,
1993). The committee utilized the expertise of the APA members to develop these
standards. Members were asked to provide examples of situations they encountered in
practice that involved decisions regarding ethical conduct. A separate committee
evaluated the set of examples, isolating important overarching ethical themes regarding
the conduct of professionals. The final document, composed in 1953, represented a set of
ethical standards that were intended to help clinicians in their decision-making process
when facing dilemmas of a moral nature.
The set of moral codes of the discipline were formulated as aspirational principles
and enforceable standards (Fisher, 2003). Aspirational principles provided a group of
general ethical principles to guide professional’s behavior in a given setting. The
fundamental principles were “to do good, to do no harm, to respect others, and to treat all
individuals honestly and fairly” (Fisher, p.5). Enforceable standards were those that
addressed a specific set of actions consistent with the notions of the general principles.
Specific standards were significant since they increased the usefulness of the Ethics Code
to practitioners. The early versions of the Ethics Code included statements of general and
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specific nature on ethical conduct; however, there was no clear distinction between these
statements.
Due to an increase in the number of complaints brought against clinicians for
ethical violations, there was a need to provide clinicians with better ways to manage the
serious risks (Bennett, Bryant, VandenBos, & Greenwood, 1990). The 1992 Ethics Code
included changes involving separation of the aspirational principles from the enforceable
standards “to make standards simple, behaviorally focused, and representative of unitary
concepts” (Fisher, 2003, p. 5). The next (and most recent) revised version of the Ethics
Code, published in 2002, retained the same separation of the two types of statements,
with the intent to improve the usefulness of the document.
One of the goals of the current Ethics Code is “its professional socialization
function” (Fisher, 2003, p. 7). The code arguably encompasses principles that can guide
professionals’ conduct in situations involving ethical dilemmas, reflecting their
expectations of themselves as well as of others. Some behaviors have been explicitly
identified as unethical, such as sexual relationships between therapists and clients,
intending to discourage professionals from becoming involved in situations potentially
harmful to clients and other consumers of psychological services.
Despite this intent for “professional socialization function,” the current Ethics
Code fails to provide professionals with adequate guidelines on how to make ethical
decisions in a large number of circumstances (Fisher, 2003; Pope & Vasquez, 1998).
Fisher noted that professionals are likely to face events where the ethical guidelines will
not be of significant assistance. There may be situations when an ethically appropriate
action cannot be clearly defined because of the complexity of factors involved. Thus, it
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may be that the Ethics Code, even as it is today, is not an adequate tool when
approaching some of the ethical dilemmas encountered by psychologists in their
professional practice.
The Canadian Code of Ethics for Psychologists (Canadian Psychological
Association [CPA], 1991) attempts to address this issue by incorporating a sequence of
seven steps that are meant to guide psychologists’ decision-making process when faced
with an ethical dilemma. Even though the Code could be perceived as a model for the
decision-making process (Sinclair, 1998), some argue that it lacks a theoretical basis
(Hadjistavropoulos & Malloy, 2000). Furthermore, there have not been any empirical
data to verify the model’s effectiveness. Hadjistavropoulos and Malloy argued that many
psychologists can be quite adept at following the steps in their decision-making process.
However, they are likely to disregard factors that impact their actions, as well as
consequences of their actions. Therefore, this code provides a guide for the decision
making process, but fails to provide an adequate rationale and lacks clarity and empirical
support, leaving psychologists searching for better models.

Multiple Relationships
Situations involving multiple relationships have been reported to be among the
most frequently encountered ethical dilemmas in psychology (Pope, 2006; Pope &
Vasquez, 1998; Pope & Vetter, 1992). The reported frequency of such concerns led to an
increased awareness of the importance of composing ethical principles that reflect these
dilemmas. The evolution of the definition of multiple relationships in the APA Ethics
Code exemplifies the increased professional focus. The APA Ethics Codes of 1977, 1981,
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1992, and 2002 show gradual modification in the definition of multiple relationships in
addition to the clear prohibition of sexual multiple relationships.
Multiple relationships were first referred to as dual relationships in the APA
Ethics Code. They were noted to be problematic in 1963. Psychologists were cautioned
against “entering into a professional relationship with members of his own family,
intimate friends, close associates, or others whose welfare might be jeopardized by such a
dual relationship” (APA, 1963, Principle 8c).
In the 1970s psychologists began to recognize sexual relationships with clients as
violations of the boundaries established in a professional relationship (Gottlieb, 1994;
Pope, 1988) and as harmful to clients (Holroyd & Brodsky, 1980). A significant number
of sexual misconduct complaints were received by the ethics committees and state
licensing boards (Gottlieb, Sell, & Schoenfel, 1988; Sell, Gottlieb, & Schoenfeld, 1986).
As a consequence, APA (1977) formed a revised set of ethical principles, which included
a statement explicitly prohibiting sexual relationships with clients.
Further complaints against psychologists continued to be expressed regarding
nonsexual multiple relationships (Borys, 1992). These concerns raised negative ethical
and legal implications for the profession and established a need to provide clinicians with
ways to manage the serious risks to client welfare (Gottlieb, 1994). The APA Ethics
Code, published in 1992, stressed a necessity for proper boundaries beyond those
involving sexually intimate contact between clinicians and clients to reduce the potential
for conflict of interest and harm to the client and the therapeutic process.
The current definition of multiple relationships refers to both sexual and
nonsexual relationships (APA Ethics Code, 2002). According to the code, multiple
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relationships exist between a psychotherapist and a client when they are engaged in a
relationship (personal or professional) in addition to the therapeutic relationship.
Specifically, the code states that:
(a)

(b)

(c)

A multiple relationship occurs when a psychologist is in a professional role
with a person and (1) at the same time is in another role with the same
person, (2) at the same time is in a relationship with a person closely
associated with or related to the person with whom the psychologist has the
professional relationship, or (3) promises to enter into another relationship
in the future with the person or a person closely associated with or related to
the person. A psychologist refrains from entering into a multiple
relationship if the multiple relationship could reasonably be expected to
impair the psychologist's objectivity, competence, or effectiveness in
performing his or her functions as a psychologist, or otherwise risks
exploitation or harm to the person with whom the professional relationship
exists. Multiple relationships that would not reasonably be expected to
cause impairment or risk exploitation or harm are not unethical.
If a psychologist finds that, due to unforeseen factors, a potentially harmful
multiple relationship has arisen, the psychologist takes reasonable steps to
resolve it with due regard for the best interests of the affected person and
maximal compliance with the Ethics Code.
When psychologists are required by law, institutional policy, or
extraordinary circumstances to serve in more than one role in judicial or
administrative proceedings, at the outset they clarify role expectations and
the extent of confidentiality and thereafter as changes occur. (Principle 3.05)
(APA, 2002, p.6)

Existing Models for Ethical Conduct
There have been a number of conceptual models and sets of behavioral guidelines
proposed to delineate the components involved in decision-making process of
psychologists (and others) when they face ethical dilemmas. Several of the models and
guidelines have also highlighted individual and situational factors assumed to influence
the decision-making process. The models and guidelines presented here have addressed
both general ethical dilemmas and dilemmas specifically involving nonsexual multiple
relationships.

8

General Models
One of the earliest general conceptual models of the ethical decision-making
process for professionals was proposed by Rest (1986). He described a four-component
model of moral conduct. This model incorporates (1) recognizing an ethical dilemma by
assessing a situation through possible actions and how those actions will impact the
individual(s) involved, (2) reasoning about the issue (i.e. making an interpretation about
the possible actions, and determining one as morally appropriate), (3) recognizing
relevant moral values and choosing an action, and (4) engaging in behavior. Rest noted
that these components are independent of each other, in concept; achievement of one step
does not necessarily imply achievement of another. For example, a professional may fail
to recognize the ethical dilemma, despite having good ethical reasoning skills. Further, a
practitioner might be highly skilled in reasoning, but fail to choose to act ethically (Street,
Douglas, Geiger, & Martinko, 2001). Rest’s model served as a foundation for more
complex models that followed.
Jones’ (1991) model was formulated to further identify “components of ethical
behavior” and construct a more inclusive model than that proposed by Rest (1986; p. 337;
see Figure 1). In addition to the four core components defined by Rest, Jones introduced
the construct of “moral intensity,” which he argued has a direct impact on the ethical
decision-making process (p.372). According to Jones, moral intensity incorporates
situational factors related to the moral issue only; neither the decision-maker nor other
environmental factors are involved. Jones referred to moral intensity as
“multidimensional” (p.372). Moral intensity incorporates factors such as (1) the degree of
harm (or benefit) to a client if action is made, (2) social consensus of the action as evil,
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(3) probability of effect, (4) “temporal immediacy” of the consequences, (5) “closeness of
the psychologist” to a client (social, cultural, psychological, or physical similarities), and
(6) the number of people affected by the intended action (p. 376). Higher moral intensity
of the ethical issue implies a greater likelihood for ethical behavior since the moral
intensity impacts each of the four steps in the moral decision-making process (Jones,
1991; Street et al, 2001). Additional factors (i.e., social, cultural, economic,
organizational environmental factors) are proposed to affect the individual’s recognition
of the moral issue. And individual (e.g., gender) and other situational (e.g., risk of getting
caught) factors are introduced as moderators of the association between moral intent and
moral behavior.
Jones’ (1991) model in turn served as a foundation for the Cognitive Elaboration
Model of Ethical Decision Making proposed by Street and his colleagues (2001) (See
Figure 2). In addition to the previously described components, this model incorporates
the “level of cognitive expenditure” as a factor affecting the components of the decision
making process (p. 265). Street and colleagues argued that Jones’s framework does not
take into consideration the “extent to which the decision-maker is willing and able to
purposely expend cognitive effort in resolving an ethical issue” (p. 258). Jones stressed
that the moral intensity of the ethical dilemma could impact the different components of
the decision-making process, but did not elaborate on “how the moral intensity of the
issue will affect the level of cognitive energy expended by the decision-maker” (p. 258).
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Characteristics of
The moral issue
(moral intensity)

z
Environment
Social
Cultural
Economic
Organizational

Recognize
Moral

Issue

Make
Moral
Judgment

X
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Moral
-► Intent

Individual
Moderators
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In
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Behavior

Situational
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Figure 1. Jones’ Issue Contingent Model.
From “The Impact of Cognitive Expenditure on the Ethical Decision-Making Process:
The Cognitive Elaboration Model,” by M. D. Street, S. C. Douglas, S. W. Gieger, and M.
J. Martinko, 2001, Organizational Behavioral and Human Decision Processes, 86, p.
259.

In their work, Street and colleagues constructed a framework, which expanded on
the Jones’ model and incorporated some of the basic principles of the ElaborationLikelihood model (ELM) described by Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986). ELM
emphasizes the change in and establishment of an attitude towards a given object.
Elaboration indicates the amount of cognitive-related energy a decision-maker is willing
to engage in when evaluating the object’s positive and negative characteristics. The idea
of this model is that the amount of cognitive expenditure, when considering a given
object, is positively associated with the strength of the attitude towards that object (Street
et al, 2001; Petty, 1995; Petty, Haugtvedt, & Smith, 1995). As such, Street and his
colleagues indicated that identifying a situation as an ethical dilemma is similar to the
idea of change in attitude towards a given object, such as the “change from a state of no
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opinion to the opinion that the issue does have ethical aspects” (p. 264). Furthermore,
“level of cognitive expenditure” is proposed to be associated with the recognition of the
moral issue and therefore, associated with the behavior or action (p. 265). The authors
described two levels of cognitive expenditure: high and low. These levels determine
which behavior (moral or not) is more likely as an outcome.

Motivation
Individual characteristics
Situational characteristics
1. Need for cognition
1. Moral intensity
2. Need for closure
2. Personal relevance
3. Personal accountability

Central
Information
Processing

V V

Ability
Individual characteristics
Situational Characteristics
1. Distraction
1. Relevant knowledge
2. Immediacy of processing
2. Event occurrence
conceptualization

Recognize
Moral
Issue

Level
Of
Cognitive
Expenditure

^

Make
Moral
Judgment

Establish
Moral
Intent

>

Engage
In
Moral
Behavior

Low

Peripheral
Processing

Information
Route

Decision Made
On the Basis of
Non-Ethical Consideration

Reduced
Probability of
Ethical Behavior

Figure 2. The Cognitive Elaboration Model of Ethical Decision-Making.
From “The Impact of Cognitive Expenditure on the Ethical Decision-Making Process:
The Cognitive Elaboration Model,” by M. D. Street, S. C. Douglas, S. W. Gieger, and M.
J. Martinko, 2001, Organizational Behavioral and Human Decision Processes, 86, p.
265).
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Street and colleagues (2001) further modified Jones’ (1991) model by
incorporating individual and situational characteristics under motivational and ability
elements of cognitive expenditure. These two elements were noted to be associated with
the level of cognitive expenditure, or the “issue-relevant thinking” (p. 262). Street and
colleagues perceived that for a psychologist “to engage in purposeful and issue-relevant
thinking he or she must have sufficient motivation and ability to do so” (p. 262).
The Cognitive Elaboration Model of Ethical Decision Making enumerates several
individual and situational characteristics within the motivation related element. The
degree to which an individual chooses to engage in the cognitive processing (“need for
cognition”) and the degree of preference for having a quick resolution (“need for
closure”) are two individual characteristics related to the level of cognitive expenditure
(p. 269). The “moral intensity” of a dilemma plays a role as one of the situational
characteristics in the model. “Personal accountability” for the outcome and the degree of
“personal relevance” of the situation, are the two additional situational characteristics
under the motivation element (p. 269).
Street and colleagues (2001) also identify several individual and situational
characteristics of the ability-related element. The “amount of relevant knowledge” an
individual has in relation to the presenting dilemma and the “event occurrence
conceptualization” are described as individual ability characteristics in the model. The
model also includes two situational characteristics: “level of distraction” and “immediacy
of processing” of the information. Practitioners are likely to be limited in their ability to
process information when distracted (Street et al., 2001; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).
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Furthermore, when there is a time constraint on the thinking process, an individual’s
ability may be hindered.

General Ethical Decision-Making Guidelines for Mental Health Professionals
A number of researchers formulated general guidelines designed to address issues
related to the ethical decision-making process specifically of mental health professionals.
These general guidelines typically identified some components of the process, but
focused on factors that influenced the professional’s ethical decision-making. Many of
the models share common components and factors in the ethical decision-making
process, as described below. These components stem from the four core components
initially introduced by Rest (1986) and included in the rest of the general models.
In a number of the frameworks proposed on ethical decision-making, it is stressed
that the ethical decision-making process begins with the professional’s recognition of an
ethical issue arising in the therapeutic interaction as the first component in the process
(Corey, Corey, & Callanan,1998; Haas & Malouf, 1989; Handelsman, 1991;
Handelsman, 1994; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Welfel, 2002). Inherent in the
recognition is the professional’s assessment of the primary attributes of the issue that are
in need of ethical reflection (Corey, Corey, and Callanan, 1998; Haas and Malouf, 1989;
Handelsman, 1991; Handelsman, 1994; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Pope and
Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002; Zur, 2007). This process includes the evaluation of the
dilemma on the basis of its potential to threaten foundational moral principles such as
beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice (Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006). The process
often also includes prioritizing those principles in situations in which more than one is
threatened. For example, responsibility to protect a client from harm overrides the
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obligation of protecting confidentiality when suicidal ideation is reported by a client
(Haas & Malouf, 1989).
The second component often described in ethical decision-making guidelines is
the professional’s identification of possible alternative courses of action (Corey, Corey,
& Callanan, 1998; Haas & Malouf, 1989; Handelsman, 1991; Handelsman, 1994;
Kitchener, 2000; Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006; Pope & Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002;
Zur, 2007). This inductive step allows the professional to entertain possible interventions
beyond those that would emerge intuitively or routinely. The identification of alternative
forms of action should include an analysis of the potential cost-benefit of each for the
client, other individuals involved, the pubic, and the practitioner (e.g., deciding on
protecting confidentiality of the client vs. protecting the public) (Corey, Corey, &
Callanan, 1998; Haas and Malouf, 1989; Handelsman, 1991; Handelsman, 1994;
Kitchener, 2000; Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Pope &
Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002; Zur, 2007).
The third component common in many ethical decision-making models is the
psychologist’s choice of one solution upon which to act (Corey, Corey, & Callanan,
1998; Kitchener, 2000; Pope & Vasquez 2007; Welfel, 2002). This choice involves
several intermediary steps. First, Pope and Vasquez (2007) argued that the practitioner
must accept accountability for the proposed action. To that end, Haas and Malouf (1989)
suggested that the practitioner must evaluate whether the chosen solution “could .. .be
justified under the public scrutiny of peers?” (p. 13). Knapp and VandeCreek (2006) posit
that the proposed action ought to be the one with the least potential for harm to the client
when evaluated according to general moral principles. Zur (2007) suggested that one
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way the practitioner may conduct such an evaluation is to develop an adequate rationale
for how the proposed solution may be consistent with the short- and long-term goals in
the patient’s treatment plan.
The fourth component in the ethical decision-making process is the practitioner’s
engagement of action to accomplish the chosen solution (Kitchener, 2000; Knapp &
VandeCreek, 2006; Welfel, 2002). Here the clinician’s behavior is expected to be of the
least potential for harm to the client when evaluated against ethical principles.
More recent researchers have proposed a last component in the ethical decision
making process following the enactment of the chosen solution to the ethical dilemma.
Some have recommended that following the action, the practitioner reflect on the
performed action, the experience of the process, and the outcome (Kitchener, 2000; Pope
& Vasquez, 2007; Welfel, 2002). The evaluation may include whether or not the moral
principles were upheld (Knapp & VandeCreek, 2006). Zur (2007) recommended the
psychotherapist’s use of adequate measures to help evaluate the effects of the chosen
action. Should there be negative consequences, the proposed treatment plan may be
discontinued and the therapist may develop a new form of action. This process of
reflection on the consequences may lead the professional to consider changes in the
decision-making process for future ethical dilemmas (Pope & Vasquez, 2007).
Several investigators have suggested that certain therapist factors may affect the
professional’s ethical decision-making at any point in the process. Welfel (2002)
explained that the recognition component of the ethical decision-making process is
certainly affected by the professional’s “ethical sensitivity” (p. 25). She describes this
factor as an awareness of the “commonness, complexity, and subtleties of ethical
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dilemmas” in the mental health profession and a vigilance for their detection (p. 26).
Another factor affecting this first component, and closely related to the professional’s
“ethical sensitivity” is the professional’s knowledge of existing ethical codes, legal
standards, and social mores. Such knowledge is derived from the professional’s
familiarity with published codes and standards (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Welfel,
2002; Pope & Kieth-Spiegel, 2008; Pope & Vasquez, 2007). Haas and Malouf (1989)
noted that such standards can “range from highly specific (e.g., Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing, which mandate specific aspects of testing procedure) to quite
broad (e.g., general social standards that one should keep one’s promises, sometimes also
codified in legal statutes that make fraud a criminal offense)” (p. 10). Knowledge may
also be attained from consultation with colleagues and review of existing literature
expressing others’ views and opinions (Haas & Malouf, 1998; Handelsman, 1991;
Handelsman, 1994; Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998;
Welfel, 2002; Pope & Kieth-Spiegel, 2008; Pope & Vasquez, 2007). And a third factor
affecting this first component, and likely related to the professional’s ethical sensitivity
and knowledge, is the therapist’s experience with similar ethical dilemmas (Pope &
Vasquez, 2002).
The professional’s knowledge of ethical codes, legal standards, and social mores,
and the professional’s experience with similar ethical dilemmas are two factors also
likely to affect the second component of the ethical decision-making process - that of the
identification of possible alternative courses of action.
In addition, Woody (1990) suggested that the therapist’s “personal/professional
identity” can be considered an important therapist factor in the ethical decision-making
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process (p. 134). The factor appears to reflect a need for increased awareness of how the
person’s intuitive and critical thinking, opposed to the knowledge and level of
professional ethics, influence judgment of the dilemma (p. 135). For example, certain
identity factors, such as strenuous work ethics, can impact ethical behavior. On the same
account, Woody (1990) noted that more stable personality traits (e.g. cognitive rigidity,
narcissistic personality traits) and affective states (e.g., anxiety) can also impact the
professional’s process as a decision-maker by disabling the therapist’s initial recognition
of the ethical dilemma or diminishing the exploration of the ethical issues and possible
courses of action.
Other investigators have suggested that factors other than therapist factors impact
the ethical decision-making process. Haas and Malouf (1989) recommended that the
identification of possible “stake-holders”— those individuals invested in the positive
outcome of treatment—affects the shape of the various options for action generated as
well as the cost-benefit analyses (p. 6). “Stake-holders” are not always the client and the
therapist; for example, a university where the therapist is an employee could be
considered a “stake-holder.” Pope and Vasquez (2007) also recommended that
practitioners consider all parties involved, including the recipient of the clinical services
and the collateral persons involved who are likely to be impacted by any decisions made
about the clinical process. For example, one individual may be the client and someone
else may be paying for his or her treatment.
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Specific Models and Guidelines for Mental Health Professionals for Ethical
Decision-Making Regarding Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
The conceptual models described above demonstrate attempts to bring mental
health professionals closer to an understanding of the components of the professional’s
decision-making process, and the factors influencing that process, when faced with any
ethical dilemmas. A number of more specific frameworks of ethical decision-making
have been proposed to address the dilemmas specifically regarding nonsexual multiple
relationships. Overall, many of the proposed models and guidelines tend to build upon
each other chronologically, expanding on the components of the decision-making process
and potential factors involved. However, most of the models and guidelines are based on
the assumption that the potential for a secondary relationship has already been recognized
or that the decision to engage in a secondary relationship with a client has already been
made. These models and guidelines do not delineate the components important to the
early and middle decision-making process. Further, the models differ significantly in the
degree of inclusion of various factors influencing the decision-making process
components. The following is a description of the shared components and factors across
these specific models.
The decision-making component following recognition of a potential ethical
dilemma according to researchers involves an evaluation of the necessity of the multiple
relationship and the potential for harm or benefit to the client and/or therapist. First, the
therapist must determine whether or not the secondary relationship is necessary (i.e.
mandated or voluntary), despite the potentially harmful effects that may be associated
with it (Younggren, 2002; Zur, 2007). Not all multiple relationships can be avoided, and
some are necessary, such as those in a military setting (Gottlieb and Younggren, 2004).
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Then the professional must evaluate the secondary relationship with regard to its potential
for being harmful to the client (Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008; Younggren, 2002). In his
model, Gottlieb (1993) indicated that a psychologist must consider three dimensions
(power, duration, and termination) when analyzing the potential for such harm to the
client: power differential between therapist and client, duration of the therapeutic
relationship, and clarity of termination of the relationship. The therapeutic (i.e. primary)
relationship along the three dimensions is evaluated from the perspective of the client.
According to Gottlieb, there is a greater likelihood of harm to the client when the
relationship is of higher power differential and longer duration, and has not reached
termination. In these situations a professional would be discouraged from entering into
the secondary relationship.
In addition to the three dimensions described above, the therapeutic relationship
and the potential secondary relationship between the client and the therapist should be
evaluated for the degree of role incompatibility. Role incompatibility, a factor introduced
by Gottlieb (1993), relates to the difference of what is expected in the two roles - what
changes in obligations and power differential exist. Situations should be avoided in which
the likelihood for the role incompatibility is high because the risk for harm is increased.
On the other hand, when the incompatibility is low, the therapist could consider engaging
in the secondary relationship. Gottlieb (1993) noted, for example, that a client who was
seen for a smoking addiction could be seen for family therapy with his wife by the same
therapist. Younggren (2002) proposed that in addition to assessing the risk of harm to the
client as a result of the secondary relationship, the psychologist further evaluates risk of
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harm to the professional him- or herself. This evaluation is intended to add a degree of
objectivity to the clinician’s decision-making.
Younggren (2002) further suggested that this second component should also
include evaluation of who would potentially benefit from the secondary relationship. This
issue is most apparent in small community settings. For example, does a psychologist in a
rural community purchase a car from the only dealership in town owned by a client?
People in the psychologist’s community may question his or her action if the purchase of
the car is made elsewhere. As in the general decision-making models described above,
the next decision-making component outlined in the more specific models involves the
therapist’s choice of a course of action. An essential facet of this component, however,
involves consultation and evaluation of the context surrounding the potential multiple
relationship. Most decisions made regarding a therapeutic relationship occur in the rather
isolated setting of the therapy office (Gottlieb and Younggren, 2004). Thus, there is
likelihood to exclude consideration of the context in which the multiple relationship may
occur. This could limit the therapist’s objectivity during the decision-making process
regarding whether or not to engage in the multiple relationship. To further ensure a
degree of objectivity, it is important to incorporate consideration of literature on such
dual relationships (Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008) and consultation with a trusted colleague
to enhance the consideration of all important components to the decision-making process
(Gottlieb, 1993; Gottlieb & Younggren, 2004; Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008; Zur, 2007).
Zur (2007) suggested that consultation with a colleague may be valuable at any stage of
the decision-making process.
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Younggren and Gottlieb (2004) pointed out that the psychologist generally makes
a decision viewing the behavior “prospectively,” but the evaluation of the action by other
professionals, attorneys, or licensing boards most often occurs “retrospectively” (p. 4).
Therefore, this third component should also include the professional’s consideration of
how his or her decision-making process could be perceived when evaluated by peers.
Furthermore, the therapist should also inform the client of the dilemma and the proposed
action, evaluate the client’s level of insight and perception of the dilemma, and request
the client’s informed consent before engaging in the action (Younggren, 2002; Zur,
2007). Younggren (2002) pointed out that after completing all of the steps with a
decision to engage in the nonsexual multiple relationship, there always remains a degree
of risk to both the therapist and the client. The intention of the process is to make a
decision reflective of patient’s best interest with an attempt to reduce the potential for
harm to the minimum.
Roll and Millen (1981) focused on the last component of the ethical decision
making process described above - reflection on the decision to engage in the multiple
relationship and monitoring of the outcome of that decision. They emphasized that it is
especially important for the psychologist to refrain from becoming negligent regarding
the rules related to the therapeutic process, such as time, place, and code of behavior. The
idea is that the therapeutic relationship should be considered the “dominant relationship”
(p. 184). The clinician should be able to identify whether or not therapy is becoming
harmful to the client and take appropriate steps to terminate therapeutic relationship or
make a referral if harm is apparent (Roll & Millen, 1981; Pope & Keith-Spiegel, 2008).
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This last component may also require a lengthier delineation if the clinician has
failed to recognize the ethical dilemma prior to engaging in a multiple relationship. As
such, this component according to Ebert (1997) should incorporate additional steps in
determination of whether or not the therapeutic relationship has become harmful to the
client and is in need of termination as a result of a secondary relationship. Therefore,
Ebert (1997) made an attempt to formulate a set of steps that should occur in situations
when a secondary relationship has been already established. The first step in the
component is intended to help determine whether there is a multiple relationship with a
client and if so, whether it falls in the “prohibited class” (p. 150; see Figure 3). The
second step requires the psychologist to examine the potential harm that may arise due to
a conflict of interest between the two roles filled by the mental health professional
involved in a multiple relationship (see Figure 4). In the third section, the clinician is
presented with a set of questions to help understand the nature of the conflict and whether
or not it can be minimized (see Figure 5). The next component in Ebert’s guideline is
intended to assist practitioners to determine whether or not to terminate the multiple
relationship. These steps appear to be similar to those expressed in the earlier components
of the decision-making process (those occurring prior to engaging in a multiple
relationship). Thus, it could be noted that the decision-making process specific to the
multiple relationships could take place prior to or following the behavior depending on
when the ethical dilemma was recognized.
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Figure 3. Analytical Model for Multiple-Role Relationships.
From “Dual-Relationship Prohibitions: A Concept whose time never should have come,”
by B.W. Ebert, 1997, Applied and Preventive Psychology, 6, p. 150.
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Figure 4. Analytical Model for Multiple-Role Relationships.
From “Dual-Relationship Prohibitions: A Concept whose time never should have come,”
by B.W. Ebert, 1997, Applied and Preventive Psychology, 6,p. 151.
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Figure 5. Analytical Model for Multiple-Role Relationships.
From “Dual-Relationship Prohibitions: A Concept whose time never should have
come,” by B.W. Ebert, 1997, Applied and Preventive Psychology, 6, p. 152.

In addition to the behavioral guidelines proposed by Ebert (1997), several factors
believed to contribute to the components in the ethical decision-making process were
defined in his model. Therapist factors, such as the therapists motives for entering into
the secondary relationship, the “purpose of activity,” and the “methodology used by the
therapist” during the contact were stressed as important to the decision-making process.
Furthermore, Ebert suggested that the therapist’s own state of mental health should be
evaluated. He noted that a psychologist may tend to overlook or ignore professional
boundaries when experiencing significant stress or depression.
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An additional set of elements were noted that related to the client. One of the
elements relates to determination of whether or not there is a “tendency of the behavior to
create confusion” in the client (Ebert, 1997; p. 151). The conduct of the therapist may
also differ depending on the client’s “free will.” As such, the secondary relationship may
be harmful when the “client’s will” becomes hindered due to the secondary relationship if
it is not in the best interest of the client (p. 152). An additional element, “strength of the
client,” is important to consider when evaluating the client’s ability to make a wellreasoned decision regarding entering the secondary relationship (p. 152). Ebert (1997)
noted that a psychiatric patient is less likely to make an autonomous decision on a dual
relationship than is a “mentally healthy” client (p. 152).
Ebert (1997) also delineated several factors inherent in the secondary relationship
between the therapist and the client believed to impact the decision-making process.
“The extent of contact” is one of the relationship factors and relates to the length of time
during which the secondary contact occurs (Ebert, 1997; p. 151). Ebert (1997) also noted
that the “appearance” of the secondary relationship to others should be taken into
consideration (i.e., if therapists conduct appears harmful to others, it should be stopped)
(p. 151). Ebert also suggested that the environmental setting of secondary relationship is
an important factor. He suggested that if the secondary relationship interactions occur in
a crowded public setting, there is less likelihood of a conflict of interest than when the
interactions occur in a more private environment. The “context” in which the interaction
occurs was also deemed as important (i.e. whether or not the interaction takes place in the
context of a “planned or structured therapeutic activity” which would be in the interest of
the client such as a “therapeutic recreational group visit to a bowling alley”; p. 151).
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There is greater likelihood for harm to the client when there is no therapeutic purpose to
an interaction between the therapist and the client in a setting outside of a therapy room.
It is important to note that some researchers (e.g., Sonne (2006) and Pope & KiethSpiegel (2008)) would not refer to this interaction as a multiple relationship since both
the therapist and the client get to maintain their individual roles.

Conceptual Framework on Ethical Decision-Making Regarding
Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
In her model, Sonne (2006) formulated a practical decision-making framework
intended to guide the clinician in his or her thought process when considering engaging in
a potentially nonsexual multiple relationship. Her framework represents an integration of
the components of the decision-making process and the factors impacting that process
identified in previous conceptual models and behavioral guidelines for ethical decision
making in mental health practice, as well as some of the scant research findings. She also
included several new factors suggested by empirical investigations of more general moral
reasoning. Sonne focused on two decision-making components—the recognition of the
ethical dilemma and the decision to engage vs. not engage in the multiple relationship.
Sonne emphasized four main groups of factors affecting those components: therapist
factors, client factors, therapy relationship factors, and other relationship factors.
Therapist factors include components such as the clinician’s “ethical sensitivity,”
willingness to expend cognitive effort, guiding ethical principles, gender, culture,
religion/spirituality, theoretical orientation, and years of experience (p. 188). Ethical
sensitivity refers to the clinician’s ability to recognize the likelihood of an ethical
problem when facing a dilemma (cf, Welfel, 2002). Willingness to expend cognitive
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effort incorporates the amount of energy a professional spends when analyzing a
presenting dilemma (cf, Street et ah, 2001). Guiding ethical principles are described as
the clinician’s guiding moral values and principles that are likely to impact the ethical
decision-making process (cf. Kitchener, 2000; Knapp, Gottlieb, & Handelsman, 2004;
Knapp & Van-deCreek, 2003; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 1998; Welfel, 2002). For
example, it may be that the practitioner who adheres most closely to the basic ethical
principle of “do no harm” (nonmaleficence) is less likely to engage in a nonsexual
multiple relationship because of a heightened concern for the possibility of negative
consequences to the client. Additional factors such as gender of the therapist (cf. Borys &
Pope, 1989; Gilligan, 1982, Haas, Malouf, & Mayerson, 1988), the therapist’s culture and
religion/spirituality (cf. Llewellyn, 2002), theoretical orientation, and years of experience
as a therapist (cf, Borys & Pope) were also indicated by Sonne as likely to impact the
therapist’s ethical decision-making.
Client factors important in the psychologist’s ethical decision-making process
include the client’s gender, culture, religious/spiritual orientation, psychosocial strengths
and vulnerabilities, and history of prior boundary violations (Sonne, 2006). For example,
what are considered harmful violations of the boundaries surrounding the therapeutic
relationship may differ among cultures and thus influence the client’s perceptions and
expectations of the therapeutic interactions and professional conduct (cf. Gutheil &
Gabbard, 1998). The clinician is also encouraged to evaluate the client’s psychosocial
strengths and vulnerabilities when thinking of becoming engaged in a multiple
relationship (cf. Ebert, 1997; Moleski & Kiselica, 2005). This component can be
associated with the client’s diagnosis; the severity of the disorder is likely to play a role
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in the client’s insight and competency when making a decision regarding whether or not
to become involved in a multiple relationship. The history of prior boundary violations is
noted as an additional factor to be considered. Many times clients have prior history of
boundary violations (e.g. sexual abuse). As a result they may have conflicting views on
relationship roles, requiring caution and increased awareness on the part of the therapist
who is considering engaging in a nonsexual multiple relationship.
Sonne (2006) also listed factors related to the therapeutic relationship, which
include nature of therapeutic relationship, power differential, duration, practice setting,
and practice locale. The first factor - the “nature of the therapeutic relationship” - is
defined as each person’s understanding of the roles and expectations in the therapy
relationship and the client’s emotional reaction to the therapist (p. 189). The power
differential and duration of the therapeutic relationship are additional important therapy
factors to be assessed prior to engaging in a multiple relationship. For example, as others
have suggested, the greater the power differential, the greater is the likelihood of risk of
harm to the client if the clinician and client engage in a multiple relationship (cf,
Gottlieb, 1993; Kitchener, 1988; Kitchener, 2000). Furthermore, the clinician’s decision
regarding whether or not to enter into a multiple relationship should vary depending on
the “practice setting,” due to differences in environmental “demand” for “extratherapeutic involvement” (p. 190). For example, psychologists working in settings
requiring community outreach programs are likely to view nonsexual multiple
relationships as more ethical than those who do not experience such demands (cf. Borys
& Pope, 1989; Haas, Malouf, & Mayerson, 1988). In addition, “practice locale” is an
important factor; practitioners in small communities (e.g., the military communities) are
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more likely to encounter situations for multiple relationships than clinicians in other
practice locales, and thus perceive them as more ethical (cf. Borys & Pope).
Sonne (2006) also proposed consideration of a set of factors related to the
secondary (other) relationship. The first factor is “clarity of change in the nature and
function of the relationship” to the client (p. 190). She stressed that a multiple
relationship could lead to blurring of roles between the client and the therapist due to the
interactions in the secondary relationship (cf. Kitchener, 1988). The second factor
involves an evaluation of a “professional’s motivation for engaging in the other
relationship” This step includes determination of whether the secondary relationship to
the therapy relationship is to benefit the needs of the therapist or the needs of the client
(p. 190; cf, Haas & Malouf, 1989; Ebert, 1997). The “professional’s affective response
to the potential additional relationship” is the third factor to be assessed. In this step
Sonne suggested that the clinician’s emotional process should be evaluated, rather than
relying solely on his or her reasoning process (p. 190; cf. Betan & Stanton, 1999; Greene,
Gommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001; Meara, Schmidt, & Day, 1996; Rest,
Bebeau, & Volker, 1986). “Potential for conflict” between the two roles should also be
considered (p. 191, cf, Ebert, 1997; Kitchener, 1988). For example, engaging in a
business relationship with a client implies that the therapist has a financial interest in the
process and outcome. This could potentially conflict with the financial interests of the
client and lead to harm to the therapeutic process. On the other hand, the clinician should
consider the “potential for benefit for client” due to the secondary relationship (p. 191;
cf, Williams, 1997). For example, a multiple relationship could improve rapport between
the therapist and the client, and thus improve the therapeutic relationship. The sixth
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element proposed by Sonne relates to the “potential for harm to a third party” (cf., Haas
and Maloufs (1989) “stake-holders”; Pope & Vasquez, 1998; Burian & Slimp, 2000) (p.
191). For example, the establishment of an employer/employee relationship between a
therapist and a client may generate negative feelings of jealousy in other clients. Lastly,
the clinician should also consider the setting and the locale of the other relationship, such
as how different the place is from the therapeutic setting and how unavoidable the
multiple relationship is in a given location.

Existing Studies on Ethical Decision-Making Regarding
Nonsexual Multiple Relationships
As was discussed earlier, there have been very few research studies that identify
or assess factors proposed to be important in the ethical decision-making process when a
psychologist is faced with a decision of whether or not to engage in a multiple
relationship with his or her client. One study that made a great contribution to the
identification of some potential factors in such decision-making was conducted by Borys
and Pope (1989). The study involved a large sample of psychologists, psychiatrists, and
social workers who were assessed regarding their attitudes and behaviors toward multiple
(dual) relationships with clients, including social, financial, and professional. Social or
financial situations leading to a dual relationship between a therapist and a client made up
one-time boundary variations initiated by the client (e.g., presenting a gift over $50 or
inviting the clinician to an important event). Professional dual roles involved situation
described as prohibited by the APA (1981) Ethical Principles (e.g., professional having a
dual role of a therapist and an instructor).
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Therapists’ beliefs regarding the ethicality of social or financial multiple
relationships with clients differed according to participants’ profession, gender,
theoretical orientation, practice setting, practice locale, years of experience, and region of
residence (Borys & Pope, 1989). Psychologist and social work practitioners perceived
social or financial involvement with clients as more ethical than psychiatrists. Male
clinicians perceived such involvement also as more ethical than female colleagues.
Practitioners with theoretical orientations other than psychodynamic endorsed social or
financial involvement as significantly more ethical. Participants who worked in group
practices or outpatient clinics perceived social or financial involvements between
therapists and clients as more ethical than those in solo private practice. Professionals
practicing and living in the same small town evaluated such involvements as significantly
more ethical than those who live and work in the same suburban or urban area or live and
work in different communities. There was evidence of regional effect; participants living
in the South and Midwest regions endorsed such involvement as significantly more
ethical than those from Northeast region.
The beliefs regarding multiple professional involvements with clients (e.g., beliefs
regarding dual professional roles) differed significantly by gender, theoretical orientation,
practice locale, experience, and region of residency (Borys & Pope, 1989). Male
therapists perceived such relationships as more ethical compared to female therapists.
Therapists practicing with orientations other than psychodynamic also reported such
relationships as more ethical than respondents with psychodynamic orientations.
Participants from small town locales endorsed such relationships to be significantly more
ethical than did practitioners from other practice locations. Participants with experience
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exceeding 30 years of practice viewed dual professional roles significantly more ethical
than did those with less than 10 years of experience. Residents from Midwest viewed
such relationships as more ethical than those residing in Northeast.
The frequency of actual involvement in social relationships with clients varied
with therapist’s gender and theoretical orientation. Male therapists indicated significantly
more instances of such involvement than female practitioners. Practitioners with
theoretical orientations other than psychodynamic reported greater frequency of social
involvement with clients than practitioners with psychodynamic therapeutic orientations
(Borys & Pope, 1989).
Theoretical orientation and practice locale played a role in the reported frequency
with regard to the financial involvement with clients. Therapists with humanistic and
cognitive therapeutic orientations reported greater participation in such involvement than
did psychodynamically oriented therapists. Those participants who lived and worked in
the same small communities indicated significantly greater frequencies of such
interactions than did professionals in other practice locales (Borys & Pope, 1989).
With regard to multiple professional roles, therapists’ reported involvement varied
significantly by gender and theoretical orientation (Borys & Pope, 1989). Male therapists
reported greater frequency of such roles than did female practitioners. Participants with
theoretical orientations other than psychodynamic indicated fewer instances of such
involvements that did clinicians with a psychodynamic orientation.
The results of this study suggested that certain therapist factors (e.g., gender,
profession, experience, theoretical orientation) and therapy relationship factors (e.g.,
practice setting, practice locale) are likely to play a significant role in the clinician’s
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decision-making process when deciding whether or not to engage in a multiple
relationship (Borys & Pope, 1989).

Present Investigation
This study proposes to fill a critical gap in the literature regarding nonsexual
multiple relationships between therapists and clients. The study will empirically test a
new conceptual model of factors critical to the initial component of the therapist’s
decision-making process when the therapist is faced with the potential of a nonsexual
multiple relationship with a client. The new model is an integration of the components of
the decision-making process and the factors impacting that process identified in existing
general conceptual models, specific behavioral guidelines, and the scant existing research
findings.

Model for the Recognition of an Ethical Dilemma Involving a
Nonsexual Multiple Relationship between a Therapist and a Client
Any decision-making process originates with an existence of a problem that is in
need of a resolution or an action (Bazerman, 1986; Jones, 1991; Zur, 2007). Analogously,
an ethical decision-making process is initiated with a problem. For the ethical decision
making process to begin, a practitioner must be able to recognize the presenting problem
as an ethical dilemma (i.e. as reflected in the first component in the decision-making
process discussed above). A number of factors were proposed here to play a role in an
individual’s recognition of an ethical dilemma (Figure 6).
As Figure 6 shows, it was proposed that the probability that the decision-maker
would recognize that a situation poses an ethical dilemma regarding a potential nonsexual
multiple relationship increases with the level of cognitive expenditure engaged in by the
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individual. Street and his colleagues (2001) defined the level of cognitive expenditure as
the “degree of cognitive effort one puts forth concerning a target objects’ attributes,
merits, and drawbacks” (p. 262) and decision confidence (De Carlo and Leigh, 1996).
Further, Street et al. proposed that the degree to which an individual would expend
cognitive effort (i.e., the level of cognitive expenditure) is dependent on both motivation
and ability elements. In turn, there are two groups of characteristics that impact both the
individual’s motivation and ability-individual and situational characteristics. They
defined motivation as an individual’s “willingness to consciously expend cognitive
energy” in assessing the presenting problem (p. 263). And, they explained that ability
“consists of two dimensions: the cognitive capacity of the decision-maker and the
relative conduciveness of the situation for the expenditure of cognitive effort directed at”
the problem (p. 263). This study examined only the contributions of some specific
individual characteristics as they impacted the therapist’s motivation and ability to
expend the cognitive effort necessary to recognize an ethical dilemma involving a
potential nonsexual multiple relationship (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. The Exploratory Model for Ethical Decision-Making Regarding Multiple
Relationships between Therapist and Client.

Street and his colleagues (2001) proposed that two specific individual
characteristics within the motivation element predict the level of cognitive expenditure in
the process of ethical decision-making: need for cognition and the need for closure. Need
for cognition is defined as the “extent to which an individual prefers to engage in
cognitive activities” (Street et ah, p. 269). Need for closure refers to the extent an
individual is willing to seek fast resolutions to problems. It was predicted that high need
for cognition and low need for closure predict higher levels of cognitive expenditure. In
addition, the new model focuses on two individual characteristics of the motivation
element that have been highlighted in the existing discussion and research regarding both
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general ethical dilemmas and, more specifically, nonsexual multiple relationships
between a therapist and client: the therapist’s affective response to the situation (cf,
Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Damasio, 1994; Pope & Vasquez, 1998; Sonne, 2006;
Woody, 1990) and the gender of the therapist (cf, Borys & Pope, 1989; Gilligan, 1982;
Kimmel, 1991).
Damasio (1994) suggested that the individual’s emotion has the potential to be
beneficial or impinging to the cognitive process when engaging in decision-making. As
noted earlier, behavioral guidelines for ethical decision-making have stressed the degree
of the emotional response triggered by the presenting dilemma as an important factor in
the decision-making process (Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1998; Pope & Vasquez, 1998;
Sonne, 2006). Ethical or moral dilemmas vary in the degree to which they trigger
emotional reactions and the quality of those reactions affect the decision-making process.
It was expected that positive affect would have a positive relationship with cognitive
expenditure. On the other hand, extreme levels of the therapist’s negative emotional
response to a situation depicting a potential multiple relationship would impair the
decision-making process, beginning with lowering levels of cognitive expenditure. This
hypothesis was founded on the Yerkes-Dodson law (1908) where it was stated that
moderate levels of arousal was likely to lead to best performance, with high and low
would have an invert effect.
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Figure 7. Exploratory Model for Ethical Decision-Making Regarding Multiple
Relationships between Therapist and Client (includes individual factors only).

Research has repeatedly demonstrated that the gender of the decision-maker has
also been shown to relate to the ethical decision-making process. As noted by Sonne
(2006), research by Kimmel (1991) found that men tend to be more “risk favorable” and
women tend to be more conservative in their decision-making process. Further, male
practitioners tend to rate several different types of nonsexual multiple relationships as
more ethical and engage in those relationships more frequently than female therapists
(e.g., Borys & Pope, 1989). It was predicted that female therapists would engage in
higher levels of cognitive expenditure regarding a potential nonsexual multiple
relationship.
Several investigators have proposed that a person’s ability to expend cognitive
effort in ethical decision-making is impacted by several individual elements, which may
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collectively be labeled “ethical sensitivity” (Welfel, 2002). As described earlier, Welfel
proposes that the therapist’s awareness of potential ethical challenges is critical to the
process of ethical decision-making. Consistent with Street et al.’s (2001) construct of
“amount of relevant knowledge”, she suggests that this sensitivity depends on education
in the ethical dimensions of therapy practice, as well as an open mental set about the
“commonness, complexity, and subtleties of ethical dilemmas” (p. 26). It was proposed
that the greater the therapist’s amount of ethical knowledge, the more he or she would
expend cognitive effort.
The model also includes the total nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training,
since it is one of the elements noted to affect the choices of action (Cottone and Claus,
2000). It was proposed that those clinicians who report greater ethics training in
nonsexual multiple relationships would expend greater cognitive effort. In addition,
others have suggested that the type (and time period) of training in ethics (rather than the
amount of training [cf, Hass, Malouf, & Mayerson, 1988; Williams, 1997]) is important.
Jones (1991) and Street et al (2001) argue that the therapist’s ability to imagine possible
outcomes of events that have not taken place (“event occurrence conceptualization”) is
positively related to the degree of cognitive expenditure. It was proposed that those
therapists who report a greater level of training in event occurrence conceptualization in
their ethics education would expend greater cognitive effort.
Researchers also have included the duration of clinical experience as an important
element in predicting actions taken by therapists as was reported by Cottone and Claus
(2000). Therefore, experience as a clinician was proposed to positively associate with
cognitive expenditure.
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And, Bebeau (2002) described ethical sensitivity as the “ability to interpret the
reactions and feelings of others” (p. 283). It incorporates the awareness of alternative
choices for action, understanding the stimulation-responding pattern of events and how
these could impact individuals present. It was proposed that the therapist’s level of
empathy (or “role-taking skills” [p. 283]) would be positively related to amount of
cognitive expenditure when faced with a situation involving a potential nonsexual
multiple relationship.
Cognitive expenditure, the “extent to which the decision-maker is willing and able
to purposely expend cognitive effort in resolving an ethical issue,” has been indicated to
impact the different components of the decision-making process, such as recognition of
an ethical dilemma (Street et al, 2001, p. 258). Thus, it was proposed that the therapist’s
level of cognitive expenditure in the ethical decision-making process would be positively
associated with recognition of ethical dilemma.

Hypotheses
The conceptual model was tested in the following sequence:
1. It was hypothesized that individual motivation elements, as measured by affective
response (positive and negative affect), need for cognition, need for closure, and
gender, would each correlate with cognitive expenditure.
a. A linear relationship would be found between positive affective responses and
cognitive expenditure with higher affective response showing higher reported
level of effort expended by participants. A curvilinear relationship would
occur between negative affective response and cognitive expenditure, where
high and low negative affective response would lead to low cognitive
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expenditure. Moderate negative affective response would predict moderate or
high level of cognitive expenditure.
b. Need for cognition would positively correlate with cognitive expenditure.
c. Need for closure would negatively correlate with cognitive expenditure.
d. Female therapists would evidence greater cognitive expenditure than male
therapists.
2. It was hypothesized that individual ability elements, as measured by empathy, ethical
knowledge, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, event occurrence (scenario)
ethics training, and experience as a clinician, would each positively correlate with
cognitive expenditure.
a. Knowledge of the current APA ethics code would positively correlate with
cognitive expenditure.
b. Amount of event occurrence (scenario) ethics training would positively correlate
with cognitive expenditure.
c. Nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training would positively correlate with
cognitive expenditure
d. Experience as a clinician would positively correlate with cognitive
expenditure.
e. Empathy would be positively correlated with cognitive expenditure.
3. It was hypothesized that the therapist’s level of cognitive expenditure in the ethical
decision-making process would positively correlate with recognition of ethical
dilemma.
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4. It was hypothesized that the latent individual motivation component would be well
defined by the elements measured (positive and negative affective response, need for
cognition, need for closure, and gender).
5. It was hypothesized that the latent individual ability component would be well
defined by the elements measured (empathy, ethical knowledge, nonsexual multiple
relationship ethics training, event occurrence (scenario) ethics training, and experience as
a clinician).
6. It was hypothesized that the latent components individual motivation and individual
ability would be good predictors of level of cognitive expenditure.

METHOD

Participants
Two methods were utilized for recruiting participants for this study. The initial
method involved 1000 mailed requests to licensed California Psychological Association
(CPA) members, chosen at random from the CPA members’ mailing list. Members were
sent a letter that contained a flyer (see Appendix A) informing them of the nature of the
study, the approximate time required to complete the survey materials, and instructions
describing the current study and requesting their participation. The flyer guided the
participants to an online site to access the survey. The online survey was posted utilizing
survevmonkev.com, and contained the informed consent document (see Appendix B),
outlining all of the procedures and risks associated with participation in the study, as well
as the completion instructions and the survey materials. There were 81 total responses to
the mailed requests (8.1% response rate).
To help increase the sample size, a second method of recruitment for participation
was used. The request for participation in the study was posted by e-mail on the CPA’s
list serve, which included 779 registered members. The e-mail included the same contents
as that included in the flyer (see Appendix A) with a few exceptions. First, the e-mail
included a direct link to the survey. Second, chairs of CPA’s twenty two chapters were
also each contacted by e-mail asking them to forward the e-mailed request for
participation to all of their members. One of the chapters’ chairs confirmed forwarding
the request for participation to 725 members. Third, directors of clinical training of eight
local universities with clinicians on their staff were contacted with a similar request.
There were a total of 29 participants who chose to participate when contacted by e-mail.
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There is no way to know which chapter members or university staff members are also list
serve members and thus may have received the email twice or even three times. As such,
the return rate for the e-mailed request for participation ranges from 1.9% to 3.7 %; the
low end is based on the assumption that none of the chapter members or university staff
members are list serve members (29/1504) and with the high end based on the
assumption that all chapter members and university staff members are CPA list serve
members (29/779).
This study was intended to investigate the components of ethical decision-making
and the factors influencing that process in a population of licensed doctoral-level
psychologists in California who provide services to adult clients. Three participants were
eliminated from the overall sample for not having a doctoral degree (all 3 from the emailed group). One participant from the e-mailed sample was excluded for not being
licensed in California. Another participant was removed from the mailed group for lack
of clinical experience with adult clients. The mailed and e-mail samples then consisted of
80 and 25 subjects respectively.
Participants who failed to complete over half (50%) of the survey were excluded
from further data analysis in both groups (13 participants in the mailed group and 6 in the
e-mailed group). The final sample consisted of 67 participants in the mailed group and 19
participants in the e-mailed group. Demographic data for each group is presented in Table
1.
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Table 1
Demographic Data for Mailed and E-Mailed Groups

(SD)

E-mailed Group
M

(SD)

N=67
51.70
3.19

11.85
1.5

N=19
55.47
3.16

10.97
2.06

Events occurrence (scenario)
Ethics training

3.37

1.71

3

1.63

Years of supervised training in
provision of psychotherapy
while in graduate school

3.42

1.33

3.53

1.26

n

%

n

%

24
43

35.8
64.2

6
13

31.6
68.4

55
9
3

82.1
13.4
4.5

18
0
1

94.7
0
5.3

0
0
26
18
0
11
6
6

0
0
38.8
26.9
0
16.4
9
9

0
0
7
2
0
5
0
5

0
0
36.8
10.5
0
26.3
0
26.3

0

0

1

5.3

9
15
23
20

13.4
22.4
34.3
29.9

0
8
6
4

0
42.1
31.6
21.1

Demographic Characteristic

Age (years)
Ethics training

Gender
Male
Female
Most advanced degree in
psychology
PhD
PsyD
Other (doctorate)
Primary therapeutic orientation
Behavioral
Client-Centered
Cognitive- Behavioral
Eclectic
Gestalt
Psychodynamic
Interpersonal
Other
Year participant was first
licensed

X<1970
1970<X<1980
1980<X<1990
1990<X<2000
X>2000

Mailed group
M
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First formal training after
graduate school in the ethical
conduct of clinical practice
X<1970
1970<X<1980
1980<X<1990
1990<X<2000
X>2000
Most recent post graduate
training in the ethical conduct of
clinical practice
X<1970
1970<X<1980
1980<X<1990
1990<X<2000
X>2000
Provision of psychotherapy to
adult clients over the past 5 years
None
Minimal (<20%)
Moderate (20-45%)
Extensive (45-70%)
Very extensive (>70%)
Number of years of
psychotherapy with adult clients
None
Minimal (<2 years)
Moderate (2-5 years)
Extensive (6-10 years)
Very extensive (>10 years)

0

0

40.3

1
8
6

25.4

4

5.3
42.1
31.6
21.1

0
0

0
0

1
1
17

5.3
5.3
89.5

0

1
8
14

1.5
11.9
20.9

27

17

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

67

100

3

0
2

32

4.5
17.9
14.9
14.9
47.8

0

0

0

0

1
2
2

5.3
10.5
10.5

14

73.7

12
10
10

5
5
13
44

7.5
7.5
19.4
65.7

7

10.5
5.3
36.8

9

47.4

1

Measures

Recognition of the Ethical Dilemma Measure
Following the informed consent (see Appendix B), participants were asked to read
a vignette depicting a clinical interaction between a therapist and a female client and then
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respond to a set of questions (see Appendix C). The purpose of this part of the survey was
to present participants with a case study (the vignette) that incorporated a potential ethical
dilemma regarding a nonsexual multiple relationship that may or may not be recognized.
The question that immediately followed the vignette was used to determine whether or
not the participant recognized the ethical dilemma (e.g. “What issues are raised regarding
your therapy with this client?”). There were three vignettes in total that were intended to
differ in the level of difficulty (with the least difficult vignette incorporating the most
obvious ethical dilemma, with the most difficult vignette describing the least obvious
ethical dilemma, and one vignette with a moderate level of difficulty). The first vignette
(vignette 1) was believed to be least difficult. The second vignette (vignette 2) was
thought to be moderate in level of difficulty. The last vignette (vignette 3) was expected
to be the most difficult. Two judges, the investigator and one independent judge, scored
whether the participant recognized that the vignette included an ethical dilemma
involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship. The judges were asked to identify
if the participant recognized the specific ethical dilemma (score of 2), recognized a
general problem in the therapeutic relationship (score of 1), or failed to recognize either
(score of 0). All judges were provided with a set of rules with which to score participants’
responses (see Appendix L). In cases for which the two judges disagreed, a third judge
rated the response. The final score was the score given by two judges. There were no
cases for which all three judges disagreed.
The two samples combined consisted of responses from 86 participants, resulting
in 256 vignette responses (one response for each of the three vignettes). One participant
answered only one of the three vignettes. The unanswered items were treated as missing
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data. As indicated in Table 2, there was high overall inter-rater reliability between the
first two judges (94.6%). The first two raters agreed the least when coding vignette 1
responses. A third trained judge rated a total of 14 vignette responses.

Table 2
Dilemma Vignette Inter-rater Reliability between the Initial Two Judges
Vignette
Total Sample
Vignette 1
Vignette 2
Vignette 3

% agreement
93.0
95.3
95.3

Cognitive Expenditure Measure
Cognitive expenditure was measured based on participants’ responses to two
questions (“How much effort did you expend in your assessment of the issues raised in
this vignette?” and “How confident are you about your answer to the question #1?”) that
followed the inquiry regarding the issues that arose in each vignette (i.e. question #1) (see
Appendix C through E). The responses to each question were rated on the Likert scale,
ranging from 0, signifying None, to 10, signifying Maximum. The ratings on these
questions were combined to attain a single score of cognitive expenditure for a given
vignette. A total cognitive expenditure score was then calculated for each subject by
adding the three cognitive expenditure scores for each vignette, ranging from 0 to 60.
Higher scores indicated greater cognitive effort expended when considering vignettes
depicting potential nonsexual multiple relationships between a therapist and a client.
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Table 3 reflects that there was a great degree of variability in responses among the
three vignettes. These vignettes did show variability in the degree of difficulty, but
differently from expected, with the vignette 1 showing moderate level of difficulty and
vignette 2 - most difficulty. The table also includes the mean cognitive expenditure for
each of the three vignettes. Despite the disparity in the level of difficulty, the vignettes
did not differ significantly in the mean level of cognitive expenditure as would be
expected. Cognitive expenditure correlated highly with need for cognition, a measure that
was intended to measure individuals’ inclination towards taking on and enjoying
cognitive activity. Therefore, the method of measuring cognitive expenditure in this study
was deemed adequate for interpretation.

Table 3
Validity of Cognitive Expenditure
Vignette

Recognition response
No mention of a relationship issue
Recognition of an issue regarding the relationship
Recognition of an ethical issue regarding the
relationship

1

2

3

21.20%
51.80%

87.10%
5.90%

10.60%
31.80%

27.10%

7.10%

57.60%

Mean

Cognitive expenditure

11.53

12.21

11.86

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS, Watson, Clark, & Tellegan, 1988)
After the participant read all three vignettes and provided responses to the two
questions described above, the participant’s affective response to the ethical dilemmas
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was assessed using the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS: Watson, Clark,
& Tellegan) (see Appendix F). Watson et al. indicated that this measure is intended to
assess two primary dimensions of mood: positive and negative affect. This tool consists
of two 10-item scales that tap the participants’ positive and negative feelings (e.g.,
“Indicate to what extent it is true for you just after you read and considered the clinical
vignette: Interested, Irritable, etc.”). Participants were asked to respond on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = very slightly or not at all, 2 = a little, 3 = moderate, 4 = quite a bit, and
5 = extremely). The item ratings were combined separately for positive and negative
affect, with possible scores ranging from 10 to 50 on each scale. The higher scores
indicated greater positive or negative affect. Watson et al. found that this measure of
positive and negative affect showed good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.89
for positive affect items and 0.89 for negative affect items). Furthermore, it showed
adequate test-retest reliability coefficients (r= 0.68 for items and 0.71 for negative affect
items) and good convergent validity (i.e., 0.76 to 0.92) with longer measures of the
underlying mood factors.
In the present study, the negative affect scale showed relatively poor internal
consistency (Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (o:) =0.65); the positive affect scale
demonstrated relatively good internal consistency (Cronbach’s coefficient alpha
(o)=0.77). The reliability of the negative affect measure did not improve significantly
with removal of any of its items. As such, no items were excluded from the either of the
two scales (see Appendix X). Reliability values of these measures were considered in the
interpretation of the results.
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Need for Cognition Scale (NCS, Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984)
The Need for Cognition Scale was developed by Cacioppo and Petty (1982). This
scale (see Appendix G) was developed to measure individuals’ tendency to engage in and
enjoy cognitive activity. The scale consists of 34-items (e.g. “I would prefer complex to
simple problems”) which are scored on a Likert scale, ranging from - 4, signifying very
strongly disagree, to + 4, signifying strongly agree. Higher scores indicate greater
tendency to engage and enjoy cognitive activity. The reliability of the measure was high
in the initial study, with Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .91. Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao
(1984) developed a short version of this measure, which was used in this study. The short
form consists of 18 items. Results of investigations of this measure indicated that the
scores on the original when compared to the 18-item version of the NCS are highly
correlated (r= .95, p< .001). The reliability of the short version was high in the original
study, with a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .90. In the present study, the NCS was
administered to the participants following their review of all three vignettes. Cronbach’s
alpha was 0.90, indicating good internal consistency of the NCS in this study.

Multiple Stimulus Types ofAmbiguity Tolerance (MSTAT-I, McLain, 1993)
Need for Closure was assessed using the Multiple Stimulus Types of Ambiguity
Tolerance (MSTAT-I) (see Appendix H), which was developed by McLain in 1993. This
instrument consists of 22 items and was designed to measure participants’ ability to
tolerate complex, unfamiliar, uncertain, and/or undefined situations. Responses are based
on a 7-point Likert scale, which ranges from 1, strongly disagree, to 1, strongly agree.
An example of a scale item is “I avoid situations which are too complicated for me to
easily understand.” Low scores denote those individuals high in ambiguity tolerance,
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with possible scores ranging from 22 to 154. This measure demonstrated good reliability
in the original study, with Cronbach’s alpha of .86. In the present study, Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha for the MSTAT-I was 0.87 for all items, suggesting good internal
consistency.

Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI, Davis, 1983)
The Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) was used in this study to assess empathy.
The original measure consists of four subscales (28 items). However, in this study only
two of the IRI subscales were used (14 items). The two subscales, Perspective Taking and
Empathic Concern (see Appendix I), were constructed to tap into the cognitive and
emotional aspects of empathy and have been found to “have characteristics appropriate
for interpersonal measure of empathy” (Gurtman, 1992, p. 111). These subscales have
also been found to be the best predictors of empathic tendencies with highest correlations
with similar constructs (Davis, 1983a, 1983b; Davis, Hull, Young, & Warren, 1987;
Mehrabian & Epstein, 1972). The Perspective Taking subscale was intended to examine
the participants’ inclination to understand the perceptions of others (e.g., “I try to look at
everybody's side of a disagreement before I make a decision”). The Empathic Concern
subscale was intended to assess the participants’ inclination to sympathize with the
feelings of others (e.g., “When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of
protective towards them”) (Brems, 1988; Evans, Stanley, & Burrows, 1993; Gurtman,
1992). The responses to the items in both subscales were measured on a 5-point Likert
scale, where 1 signified does not describe me well and 5 signified does describe me well.
The possible range for each subscale was 7-35 with higher scores indicating higher levels
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of empathy. The subscales were found by Davis (1980) to demonstrate good test-retest
reliability (.61-.72) and internal consistency (.70-.78).
In the present study, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (a) was attained to measure the
reliability for each individual subscale (Empathic Concern and Perspective Taking) and
the overall scale with items combined. The Cronbach’s alphas were 0.83 and 0.75 for
items in Perspective Taking subscale and the Empathic Concern subscale, respectively.
The reliability value for the measure when the two subscales were combined estimated a
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (a) of 0.81, indicating good internal consistency.

Ethical Knowledge Questionnaire (EKQ)
This questionnaire (see Appendix J) was developed by the graduate student
researcher and was designed to measure the knowledge of specific content of the current
American Psychological Association Ethical Principles for Psychologists and Code of
Conduct (2002). It consists of ten questions regarding areas of foundational ethical values
and nonsexual multiple relationships in professional practice. Respondents completed the
EKQ following their review of all three vignettes and answered the questions True or
False (e.g., “Psychologists may solicit testimonials from current therapy clients/patients”
False; “Psychologists may barter with their clients/patients under specific
circumstances” - True). The EKQ was scored by adding all correct responses. Higher
scores indicated greater knowledge of the current APA Ethics Code.
Since there was no preliminary assessment of the measure, it was analyzed for
scale and item difficulty, item discriminating indices, and reliability.
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Scale and Item Difficulty
Scale difficulty. The measures of central tendency showed that the distribution of
total scores on the EKQ generally met the assumptions of statistical normality. The mean,
median, and mode were rather similar with the mean (6.93) falling slightly below the
median (7.00). The mode, or most frequent score, was 6.00, which approximated the
center point of the response scale. The skewness was -.057, which showed that the
distribution had a slight negative skew with a greater number of scores falling at the
upper end of the scale. Because the skew did not fall below -1 or exceed 1, it was not
severe and likely did not significantly impact the normality of the distribution.
Item difficulty. The individual items appeared to be relatively easy, because 8 of
the 10 items were endorsed correctly by more than half of the respondents (see Table 4).
Two of the items (items 4 and 5) were difficult and showed a rate of incorrect responses
above 66%. The most difficult item was item 4 (“It is unethical for a psychologist who is
in a professional role with a person to engage in a personal role with the same person at
the same time”) with 79% incorrect responses. Interestingly, this item specifically
addressed the knowledge of the ethics code regarding multiple relationships. Responses
to this item indicated that the majority of participants incorrectly thought that the current
APA ethics code proscribed all multiple relationships.
The items of this measure were further assessed to attain discrimination indices,
which indicate the extent to which the likelihood of item endorsement correlates with the
presence of the attribute measured by the scale. For a scale to be reliable, it should
discriminate between persons with different levels of the target attribute (in this case,
knowledge of the current APA Ethics Code). To evaluate the discrimination of an item,
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Table 4
Item Difficulty Statistics for Individual Items on Ethical Knowledge Questionnaire
Incorrect
9

Correct
76

14

71

% incorrect
10.6
16.5

18
62

67

21.2

23

5
6

56

29

11

74

7

26

8
9

32

10

23

59
53
75
62

72.9
65.9
12.9
30.6

Item Number
1
2
3
4

10

37.6
11.9
27.1

the correlation between each item and the scale composed of the rest of the items is
considered. Items that do not correlate well with the overall score of the scale, as
indicated by an item-total correlation less than .3 were identified and considered for
removal. The discrimination index for item 1 was found to be .056 and thus it was
removed together with items 6 and 9 (with discrimination indices of .26 and .21
respectively).
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (a) was attained to measure the reliability of the
scale including the remaining items (items 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 10). The Cronbach’s alpha
for this 7-item scale was .20 which indicated very poor reliability. Using item factor
analyses, item 10 was removed to attain an improved Cronbach’s alpha of .31. Further
analysis indicated that Cronbach’s alpha would increase to .46 with removal of item 8;
thus, this question was also excluded (see Table 5). It was determined that removing any
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additional items (2, 3, 4, 5, or 7) would not result in any significant improvement in the
reliability value (from .46 to .49).

Table 5
Discrimination Indices for Ethical Knowledge Questionnaire (EKQ)

2

0.54

3

0.40

4

0.44

5

0.59

7

0.47

a (if item deleted)
0.18
0.21
0.21
0.13
0.39

8

0.35

0.46

Question #

Discrimination index

The Cronbach’s alpha for the 5 (items 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7; see Appendix J) questions
was .46, which was still a relatively poor estimation of internal consistency. Therefore,
this measure was not included in the statistical analyses.

Demographics Questionnaire
The demographics questionnaire (see Appendix K) included items requesting
information such as participant’s gender, experience as a clinician, and events occurrence
(scenario) ethics training. Experience as a clinician was assessed by measuring two
variables, the number of years that the clinician has provided psychotherapy to adult
clients and the extent (percentage of total psychotherapy provided) to which the clinician
provided psychotherapy to adult clients over the past 5 years. The clinician’s years of
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therapy experience with adults was measured using a Likert scale, where 0 signified
none, 1 - minimal (<2 years), 2 - moderate (2-5 years), 3 - extensive (6-10 years), and 4
very extensive (>10 years). The extent of adult therapy provided by the clinician over
the past 5 years was also assessed using a Likert scale where 0 indicated none, 1
minimal (<20%), 2 - moderate (20-45%), 3 - extensive (45-70%), and 4 - very extensive
(>70%).

The demographics questionnaire also included items related to measurement of
the ethics training experienced by the respondents. Here participants were asked
questions regarding their ethics training specifically addressing the issue of nonsexual
multiple relationships during and following graduate school (“Please rate the amount of
graduate training you received on the topic of nonsexual multiple relationships;” and
“Please rate the amount of training after graduate school you have received on the topic
of nonsexual multiple relationships.”) Responses to these questions were measured on a
Likert scale (with 0 indicating none, 1 - minimal, 2 - moderate, 3 — extensive, and 4 very extensive). Scores attained on these items were combined to attain the total
nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training experience. Higher scores indicated
greater total ethics training on the topic of nonsexual multiple relationships received by
the individual.
Participants were further asked to what extent their ethics training on the topic of
nonsexual multiple relationships both during and after graduate training included the
presentation of clinical scenarios for them to reason through (i.e. event occurrence
conceptualization). Each question regarding nonsexual multiple relationship ethics
training was followed with the question: “To what degree did that training involve
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presentation of clinical scenarios for you to reason through? Responses to these items
were measured on a Likert scale (with 0 indicating none, 1 - minimal, 2 - moderate, 3
extensive, and 4 - very extensive) and were combined to form the event occurrence
(scenario) nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training variable. The higher the score,
the more events occurrence (scenario) ethics training the person received overall.
Additional demographic questions asked the participants’ age, the year when the
participant was first licensed, the most advanced degree in psychology, primary
theoretical orientation, and total years of supervised training in conducting
psychotherapy.

Procedures
As described above, participants were recruited by mail and e-mail. When
contacted by mail, they were sent a letter which contained a flyer (see Appendix A)
informing the CPA mailing list members of the nature of the study, the approximate time
required to complete the survey materials, and a description of the study, and requesting
their participation. The flyer guided the participants to an online site to access the survey.
The flyer also included an opportunity for the participant to participate in a raffle to win
one of three $50 gift certificates to Olive Garden. Participants were instructed to return
the addressed postage paid raffle entry card by mail. The drawing for the three $50 gift
certificates to Olive Garden Italian Restaurant took place following data collection and
the three winners were notified. All returned raffle entry postcards were destroyed after
the drawing. The e-mailed requests included information identical to that on the flyer,
except that the e-mail participants were asked to send an e-mail to the researcher if they
were interested in being entered in the drawing.
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All participants were asked to view and complete survey materials online. The
materials included three vignettes depicting a clinical interaction between a therapist and
a client that suggested the potential for a nonsexual multiple relationship (see below).
Following the vignettes, participants were asked to respond to a set of questions (see
Appendix C through E). The questions were used to help determine whether or not the
participant recognized the ethical dilemma as well as measure the cognitive effort
expended by the participant during the process of thinking about the vignette. After the
participant read all three vignettes they were asked to complete six measures. The order
of the measures in the online survey was as follows: the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) (Watson, Clark, & Tellegan, 1988), Need for Cognition Scale (NCS)
(Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984), Multiple Stimulus Types of Ambiguity Tolerance
(MSTAT-I) (McLain, 1993), Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) (Davis, 1983), the
Ethical Knowledge Questionnaire (EKQ), and the Demographic Questionnaire. All
participants remained anonymous.

RESULTS

Initial Data Screening

Missing Data Analysis
There was no missing data in the e-mailed group. A direct logistic regression
analysis was performed on all variables in the mailed group. Analysis was performed
using SAS LOGISTIC. Five cases with a total of 6 missing values on continuous
demographic variables (age, first formal training after graduate school in the ethical
conduct of clinical practice, and most recent post graduate training in the ethical conduct
of clinical practice) and 2 missing values on the study variable (recognition of ethical
dilemma) were imputed using the EM algorithm through SPSS MVA, when no
statistically significant deviation from randomness was detected using Little’s MCAR
test, Chi-Square=70.99,/?:=.23. This method was used over others because it leads to
values closest to the parametric scores when data are absent at random.

Statistical Assumptions
As noted above, this sample consisted of two groups differing on the method of
recruitment for participation in the study. Prior to combining the data for the final
statistical analyses, the two groups were assessed for between-group differences. This
assessment included initial testing of the responses regarding whether or not each group’s
data set met the necessary assumptions. The next step included statistical analyses of
between-group differences. Information obtained from the participants included their
demographic attributes (gender, age, advanced degree, year first licensed, and primary
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therapeutic orientation), positive and negative affective response, need for cognition,
tolerance of ambiguity, empathy, total nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training,
total event occurrence (scenarios) ethics training, and experience as a clinician (see
Tables 6 and 7).

Univariate Outliers
The data in each group was screened for possible univariate outliers. Box plots
and histograms were created for each variable. No extreme univariate outliers were found
for any of the demographic characteristics. None of the other study variables were found
to have univariate outliers in either group, with one exception. One participant was
determined to be an outlier in the mailed group when assessing the negative affective
response variable and was excluded from further analysis. As such, the final sample for
the mailed group included 66 participants; the e-mailed group remained with 19.

Normality
The histograms and boxplots were evaluated to determine whether or not the
assumptions of normality had been met. With exception of one variable, all variables
appeared to be normally distributed. In the group who received mailed requests for
participation, the scores on the negative affective measure were significantly skewed
(1.72). This variable was not adjusted to correct for positive skew at this point in the
assessment.
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Homogeneity of Variance
Standard deviations (see Tables 6 and 7) and box plots were examined to assess
for homogeneity of variance between the treatment groups for the individual measures, as
well as the composite variables. The two groups had similar variances on all variables.

Between-Group Differences.
Independent t-tests were completed between the two groups of participants
(mailed and e-mailed request for participation) to explore possible differences on
continuous variables (see Tables 6 and 7). Chi square values were attained for categorical
variables (see Table 6). No significant between-group differences were observed for the
listed variables.
Following the assessment for the between-group differences, it was deemed
statistically appropriate for the two groups to be combined to conduct statistical analyses
of the proposed model.

Data Analyses
The two groups were combined and assessed for the statistical assumptions for
parametric statistical analyses planned to test the study hypotheses. Prior to further
analyses, demographic attributes and study variables for the entire data were examined
through various SPSS programs for fit between their distributions and the assumptions of
multivariate analysis.
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Table 6
Descriptive Statistics for Categorical Variables (per group and combined)
Mailed request
N-66
Demographic
Characteristic
Gender
Male

n

E-mailed request
N=85

N=19
%

n

Total

%

n

%

23

34.8

6

31.6

29

34.1

Female
Most advanced
degree in
psychology

43

65.2

13

68.4

56

65.9

PhD
PsyD
Other
(doctorate)
Primary
therapeutic
orientation
Behavioral
Client-centered
Cognitivebehavioral
Eclectic
Gestalt
Psychodynamic
Interpersonal
Other
Year participant
was first licensed
X<1970
1970<X<1980
1980<X<1990
1990<X<2000
X>2000

55
8

83.3
12.1

18
0

94.7
0

73
8

85.9
9.4

3

4.5

1

5.3

4

4.7

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

26
18
0
10
6
6

39.4
27.3
0
15.2
9.0
9.0

7
2
0
5
0
5

36.8
10.5
0
26.3
0
26.3

33
20
0
15
6
11

38.8
23.5
0
17.6
7.1
12.9

0
9
15
22
20

0
13.4
22.4
34.3
29.9

1
0
8
6
4

5.3
0
42.1
31.6
21.1

1
9
23
28
24

1.2
10.6
27.1
32.9
28.2

2

P

0.070

.79

2.54

.28

7.94

.094

8.57

.073
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Provision of
psychotherapy to
adult clients over
the past 5 years
None
Minimal
(<20%)
Moderate
(20-45%)
Extensive
(45-70%)
Very extensive
(>70%)
Number of years
of psychotherapy
with adult clients
None
Minimal
(<2 years)
Moderate
(2-5 years)
Extensive
(6-10 years)
Very extensive
(>10 years)
First formal
training after
graduate school in
the ethical
conduct of
clinical practice
X<1970
1970<X<1980
1980<X<1990
1990<X<2000
X>2000

3

4.5

0

0

3

3.5

12

18.2

2

10.5

14

16.5

10

15.2

1

5.3

11

12.9

10

15.2

7

36.8

17

20.0

31

47.0

9

47.4

40

47.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

7.6

1

5.3

6

7.1

5

7.6

2

10.5

7

8.2

13

19.7

2

10.5

15

17.6

43

65.2

14

73.7

57

67.1

1
8
14
26
17

1.5
12.1
21.2
39.4
25.8

0

0

1
8
6

5.3
42.1
31.6
21.1

4

1
9
22
32

21

1.2
19.6
25.9
37.6
24.7

5.97

.20

1.13

.77

3.80

.43
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Statistical Assumptions

Sample Size
Multiple regression analysis is sensitive to sample size, and it is recommended to
use about 10 cases for each independent variable as a rule of thumb. With eleven
variables in the model (positive affect, negative affect, need for cognition, need for
closure, gender, empathy, nonsexual multiple relationships ethics training , event
occurrence (scenario) ethics training, experience as a clinician, cognitive expenditure,
and recognition of ethical dilemma), the number of participants should be 110 or more.
Because there are only 85 participants in the final sample, this assumption has not been
met. The results were interpreted with caution.

Univariate and Multivariate Outliers
The data for the combined sample was screened for univariate outliers. The
sample was also assessed for multivariate outliers by using Mahalanobis distance with
/K.001, derived from leverage scores. No cases were identified as outliers in this data set.
Thus, no cases were deleted, leaving 85 participants for the analyses.

Normality
Because univariate normality is a necessary condition for multivariate normality,
the variables were assessed for univariate normality within each variable. The histograms
and box plots were reviewed for normal distribution among responses in the combined
sample. Most of the variables showed normal distribution. Two of the variables included
in the model required attention. The negative affect scores showed significant positive
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skew (1.47). To produce normality, a new variable [negative affect (inv)] was created
using an inverse transformation of the negative affect variable scores. The second
variable to show skewness was the total nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training
variable (1.14). A square root transformation was used on this composite variable to
correct for skewness. Following the transformation, no variables remained that failed to
meet the assumption of normality.

Multicollinearity
Correlations were performed among all independent variables in the model to
assess for multicollinearity (see Table 8). None of the correlation values were found to be
greater than .8. Multicollinearity was ruled out.

Testing of the Model
The hypothesized model in Figure 7 showed the relationships among a set of
individual motivation element (as measured by affective response [positive and negative],
need for cognition, need for closure, and gender) and individual ability element (as
measured by nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, event occurrence (scenario)
ethics training, experience as a clinician, and empathy), and cognitive expenditure when
reflecting on clinical scenarios involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship.
Also included in the hypotheses was the prediction of a relationship between cognitive
expenditure and recognition of an ethical dilemma in the presented vignette.
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Statistical analyses assessed the proposed relationships in the model (see Figure
7), which were tested in the following sequence:
First, it was hypothesized that the individual motivation element, as measured by
affective response (positive and negative affect), need for cognition, need for closure, and
gender, would each correlate with cognitive expenditure. The results of the analyses
indicated that there was a statistically significant positive relationship between positive
affect and cognitive expenditure (Pearson r=0.35,/?<.01). In contrast, there was no
significant curvilinear relationship between the negative affect and cognitive expenditure
(F (2,84)= 0.16,/?=.85). As predicted, need for cognition was found to be significantly
positively correlated with cognitive expenditure (Pearson r=0.0.27,/><.05). Further
analyses revealed, however, that need for closure was not significantly correlated with
cognitive expenditure (Pearson r=-0.17,/?=.12). The findings showed some support for
the hypothesized relationship between gender and cognitive expenditure (t=-1.88,
/?<.064). There was evidence found, even though not statistically significant, to show that
female therapists differed in their cognitive expenditure regarding an ethical dilemma
involving a potential nonsexual multiple relationship when compared to male therapists;
male therapists showing on average greater cognitive expenditure than female therapists.
Second, it was hypothesized that the individual ability element, as measured by
empathy, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, event occurrence (scenario) ethics
training, and experience as a clinician, would each positively correlate with cognitive
expenditure. The findings failed to show support for these predicted relationships (see
Table 8).
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Third, it was hypothesized that the therapist’s level of cognitive expenditure in the
ethical decision-making process would positively correlate with recognition of ethical
dilemma. The findings indicated that there was no significant linear relationship between
these variables (Pearson r=-0.004,/?=.97). Further exploration of this relationship is
discussed in the “Additional Analyses” section.
Fourth, it was hypothesized that the latent individual motivation element would be
well defined by the characteristics measured (positive and negative affect, need for
cognition, need for closure, and gender). Factor analysis (with Principal Axis Factoring
for the extraction method) was used in order to summarize the interrelationship among
the individual motivation component variables. The findings indicated that the variables
grouped into two factors (with a minimum loading criteria of at least 0.3). Gender and
negative affect did not load significantly onto either of the two identified factors,
indicating that both gender and negative affect did not relate to either of the two factors
(see Table 9). Positive affect formed one of the factors. Need for cognition and need for
closure variables grouped in the second factor. Because this process yielded more than
one significant factor, the resulting inventory was re-factored using the Promax (kappa
3) rotations. This function was performed to see if the two factors correlated with each
other to form one factor as hypothesized. Promax is a type of oblique rotation which
allows the factors to be correlated. This method is best because it most closely reproduces
the actual correlations between the variable scales. The factor correlations obtained was
.25. Because the average correlations among the factors was not above .3, then a higher
order factor analysis was not performed. This means that these factors were separate or
distinct. As such, the hypothesis was not supported by these findings.
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Table 9
Correlation Matrix for Individual Motivation Factors
Factor
Variable
Gender
Positive affect
Negative affect
Need for cognition
Need for closure

1
0.12
0.26
0.81
-0.85

2
0.021
0.67
-0.19

Fifth, it was hypothesized that the latent individual ability element would be well
defined by the characteristics measured (empathy, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics
training, event occurrence (scenario) ethics training, and experience as a clinician). Factor
analysis was used in order to summarize the interrelationship among the individual ability
component variables. The findings indicated that this element’s characteristics grouped
into a single factor, with empathy and experience as a clinician showing relatively lower
loading values (see Table 10). As such, the hypothesis was supported by this finding.

Table 10
Correlation Matrix for Individual Ability Factors

Variable
Empathy
Nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training
Event occurrence (scenario) ethics training
Experience as clinician

Factor
1
0.30
0.87
0.85
0.32
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An additional factor analysis was conducted that included both motivation and
ability elements to help determine the best fit for the interrelationships of the
characteristics involved. Two main factors identified were as follows: Factor 1 consisted
of need for cognition, need for closure, empathy, and experience as a clinician (see Table
11). The second component (Factor 2) was composed of negative affect, nonsexual
multiple relationship ethics training, and event occurrence (scenario) ethics training.
Gender and positive affect did not relate to either of the identified factors. The factor
correlation obtained using Promax (kappa=3) rotations was .16, indicating that Factors 1
and 2 did not correlate with each other.

Table 11
Correlation Matrix for Individual Motivation and Ability Components
Factor
Variable
Gender
Positive affect
Negative affect (inv)
Need for cognition
Need for closure
Empathy
Experience as a clinician
Nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training
Event occurrence (scenario) ethics training

1
0.16
0.23

2
0.27
0.13

-0.49
0.80
-0.80

0.62
0.34

0.67
0.72

Originally, it was hypothesized that the latent elements individual motivation and
individual ability would be good predictors of level of cognitive expenditure. However,
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as indicated in the analyses above, the elements were not well defined by the proposed
characteristics. Instead, two new elements represented by Factor 1 (need for cognition,
need for closure, empathy, and experience as a clinician) and Factor 2 (negative affect,
nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, and event occurrence ethics training)
were identified by the last factor analysis (see Table 11). As such, a hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was performed to examine the sets of relationships hypothesized to
predict the level of cognitive expenditure included the newly identified factors (Factors 1
and 2) as well as gender and positive affect. The data was analyzed utilizing multiple
regression rather than the structural equation model due to the small sample size in this
study. This regression included the following four steps.
Step 1. This step involved inclusion of gender alone, since it failed to load onto
either of the two elements (Factors 1 and 2). Table 12 displays the unstandardized
•
regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R2 , adjusted
R2 , andi R2

change. The model neared significance for this step, F(l, 84)=3.53,/?=.064. However,
gender only accounted for 4.1% variance in cognitive expenditure.
Step 2. This step involved inclusion of positive affect, since it also failed to load
onto either of the two factors. Table 12 displays the unstandardized regression
•
•
•
i
coefficients, the standard regression
coefficients,
R2 , adjusted
R2 , and R2 change. The

model was statistically significant for this step, F(2, 84)=7.54,/K.01. Furthermore,
positive affect accounted for 11.5% of the variance, which was statistically significant.
Step 3. This step involved inclusion of the Factor 1 characteristics (need for
cognition, need for closure, empathy, and experience as a clinician). Table 12 displays
the unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R2 ,
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adjusted R2, and R2 change. The model was significant for step 3, F(6,84)=3.29,/K.05.
However, in step 3 the Factor 1 covariates only accounted for 4.6% of the variance (see
Table 12), which was not statistically significant.
Step 4. In this step of the hierarchical multiple regression, the Factor 2
characteristics were entered (negative affect, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics, and
event occurrence (scenario) ethics training). Table 12 displays the unstandardized
regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R , adjusted R , and R
change. The model was significant following step 4, F(9,84)=2.36,/?<.05. In steps 1
through 4 the variables accounted for 22.1% of variance. However, the change in R from
step 3 to step 4 was 1.9%, which was not a significant increase in prediction.
The results of this multiple regression point out that the variables included in the
steps 1 through 4 (i.e. gender, positive affect, Factor 1 and Factor 2 characteristics)
accounted for a significant amount of variance in cognitive expenditure. However, with
the exception of positive affect, the characteristics did not explain significant amounts of
variance when considered individually.

Additional Analyses
The data was further analyzed utilizing multiple regression to look at the
relationships among gender, positive affect, Factor 1 (need for cognition, need for
closure, empathy, and experience as a clinician), Factor 2 (negative affect, nonsexual
multiple relationship ethics, and event occurrence [scenario] ethics training) and the
recognition of ethical dilemma. As such, a hierarchical multiple regression that included
five steps was performed.
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Table 12
The Role of Gender, Positive Affect, Factors 1 and 2 in Cognitive Expenditure
Block with
Variable(s)
Block 1
Gender
Block 2
Positive affect
Block 3
Need for
cognition
Need for closure
Empathy
Experience as
a clinician
Block 4
Negative affect
Nonsexual
multiple
relationship
ethics training
Event occurrence
ethics training
Note: **/><.01

Unstandardized

Standardized

B

B

3.433

0.202

0.344

Adjusted

Change

R2
0.041

R2
0.029

in R2
0.041

0.155

0.135

0.115**

0.202

0.140

0.046

0.221

0.127

0.019

0.339**

0.083

0.186

-0.050
-0.120

-0.094
-0.099

-0.402

-0.090

19.512

0.032

2.109

0.128

-0.746

-0.157

Step 1. This step involved inclusion of gender alone. Table 13 displays the
unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R , adjusted
R2, and R2 change. The model was significant for this step, F (1, 84)=6.61,/><.05. Gender
accounted for 7.4% of the variance, which was statistically significant.
Step 2. This step involved inclusion of positive affect. Table 13 displays the
unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R , adjusted
R2, and R2 change. The model was statistically significant for this step, F(2, 84)=3.36,
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p<.05. However, positive affect accounted for only 0.2% of the variance in recognition of
ethical dilemma predicted, which was not statistically significant.
Step 3. This step involved inclusion of all of the Factor 1 characteristics (need for
cognition, need for closure, empathy, and experience as a clinician). Table 13 displays
the unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R2,
adjusted R , and R change. The model was not significant for step 2, F(6,84)=1.35,
p=.24. In step 2 the Factor 1 element only accounted for 1.9% of the variance, which was
not statistically significant.
Step 4. In this step of the hierarchical multiple regression the Factor 2
characteristics were entered (negative affect, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics, and
event occurrence (scenario) ethics training). Table 13 displays the unstandardized
regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R2 , adjustedi R2 , andi R2
change. The model was not significant following step 3, F(9,84)=:1.08,/7=.38. In step 3
the Factor 2 element accounted for 2.1% of variance only in recognition of ethical
dilemma predicted.
Step 5. This step included cognitive expenditure. Table 13 displays the
unstandardized regression coefficients, the standard regression coefficients, R2 , adjusted
R2 , and R2 change. The model was not significant following step 4, F(10,84)=1.06,/?=.41.
In step 5 the variables (i.e. gender, positive affect, Factors 1 and 2, and cognitive
expenditure) accounted for 12.5% of variance in recognition of ethical dilemma
predicted; cognitive expenditure explained 1% of variance.
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Table 13
The Role of the Gender, Positive Affect, Factors 1 and 2 in Recognition of Ethical
Dilemma
Block with
Variable
Block 1
Gender
Block 2
Positive affect
Block 3
Need for
cognition
Need for closure
Empathy
Experience as
clinician
Block 4
Negative affect
Nonsexual
multiple
relationship
ethics training
Event occurrence
ethics training
Block 5
Cognitive
expenditure
Note: *p<.05

Unstandardized

Standardized

B

B

-0.688
-0.007

Change

R2

R2

in R2

0.074*

0.063*

0.074*

0.076

0.053

0.002

0.094

0.025

0.019

0.115

0.009

0.021

0.125

0.007

0.010

-0.272
-0.044

0.006
0.013
0.014

0.094
0.162
0.078

-0.015

-0.022

2.406

0.027

-0.283

-0.115

0.130

0.184

0.017

Adjusted

0.113

The results of this multiple regression indicated that the variables included in the
steps 2 through 5 (i.e. positive affect, Factors 1 and 2, and cognitive expenditure) did not
explained a significant amount of variance. As such, of the independent variables tested,
gender accounted for the most variance in the recognition of ethical dilemma predicted.
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As was noted earlier, this study included three vignettes that varied in difficulty or
the degree to which the ethical dilemma was obviously presented. Vignette 1 was found
to be moderate in difficulty. Vignette 2 was identified as the most difficult. Vignette 3
was the least difficult. Further analyses were conducted to see if the effects of the
predictive variables (defined in prior regression analyses) differed between these
vignettes. Similar hierarchical logistic regression analysis was conducted with
recognition of ethical dilemma as a dependent variable for each individual vignette.
However, here the recognition variable involved a dichotomous variable with
“Recognition of an ethical issue regarding the relationship” scored as 1, with “No
mention of a relationship issue” and “Recognition of an issue regarding the relationships”
both scored as zero. This method was applied to help look at only those participants who
recognized the dilemma as an ethical issue. For vignette 1 (moderate difficulty), it was
found that empathy was the only significant contributor to the recognition of the ethical
dilemma (Standard Coefficient 3 =0.303, p<.05). Thus, in case of vignette 1, recognition
of the ethical dilemma was more likely with increase in empathy. For vignette 2 (highest
difficulty), no independent variable was found to have a significant effect on recognition
of the ethical dilemma. When comparing the individuals who recognized this ethical
dilemma (six individuals) to the rest of the sample (79 individuals), it was noted that
these participants showed lower mean values for empathy (54.17 versus 56.87), indicated
higher values for the need for closure (72.83 versus 65.12), and lower need for cognition
scores (22.00 versus 30.37). For vignette 3 (least difficulty), gender was found to be close
to significance in its effect on recognition of this ethical dilemma (Standard Coefficient (3
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=-0.187,/?=.087). As such, the likelihood of recognition of an ethical dilemma appeared
to differ between men and women when evaluating this vignette.

Exploratory Analysis of the Relationship between Recognition of
Ethical Dilemma and Cognitive Expenditure
In their model Street and his colleagues (2002) speculated that both high and low
levels of cognitive expenditure could lead to ethical behavior in response to an ethical
dilemma. As such the relationship between cognitive expenditure and recognition of the
ethical dilemma could be more curvilinear in nature than linear as was hypothesized in
this study. Thus, an additional statistical analysis was conducted to further explore the
nature of the relationship between these two variables (cognitive expenditure and
recognition of ethical dilemma). In this process, it was noted that when a hierarchical
multiple regression was performed with the recognition of the ethical dilemma centered
variable entered in step 1 and this variable squared in step 2, the change in variance
explained by the curvilinear relationship above and beyond the linear relationships was
significant, F(change)=4.66p<.05 (with 5.4% variance explained). Here, cognitive
expenditure served as a dependent variable. The model itself (with recognition alone as
the predictor of cognitive expenditure with curvilinear relationship) was not significant
(p=.10). These findings indicated that there was likely to be a curvilinear relationship
between cognitive expenditure and recognition of the ethical dilemma, but the
relationship was not statistically significant.
As indicated in Table 8, gender was found to have a significant negative
correlation value with recognition of ethical dilemma, indicating that male therapists
were less likely to recognize an ethical dilemma than female therapists. Male therapists
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were also found to expend greater level of cognitive expenditure. A new hierarchical
multiple regression analysis was conducted with gender included as one of the predictors
entered in step 1. Step 2 included the recognition of the ethical dilemma centered squared
with recognition of the ethical dilemma centered to the mean variable. Cognitive
expenditure served as a dependent variable. The findings indicated that the curvilinear
relationship between recognition of ethical dilemma and cognitive expenditure accounted
for significant amount of variance outside of the variance explained by gender (see Table
14).

Table 14
The Role of Gender in the Relationship between Cognitive Expenditure and Recognition
of an Ethical Dilemma
Block and Variable

Block 1
Gender
Block 2
Recognition of
ethical dilemma
(centered)
Recognition of
ethical dilemma
(centered, squared)
Note: */?<.05

Unstandardized
B

3.433

Change

R2

Adjuste
d
R2

0.041

0.029

0.041

0.112

0.079

0.071*

Standardized

3

in

R2

0.202

0.736

0.110

-0.873*

-0.268*

The next step in the analyses was to determine whether or not this finding was as
a result of an interaction between gender and recognition of the ethical dilemma when
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predicting level of cognitive expenditure. The analysis showed no interaction effect
(Standard Coefficient p =0.176,/>=.26). As such, no further exploration of these
relationships could be conducted. The following graph (see Figure 8) is a depiction of a
curvilinear relationship between the standardized residuals, derived from the relationship
between gender and cognitive expenditure, and recognition of the ethical dilemma
(centered to the mean). When the variance due to gender was accounted for, the
relationship between recognition and cognitive expenditure was such that low level of
cognitive expenditure was related to both lower and higher likelihood of recognition of
an ethical dilemma. High cognitive expenditure associated with moderate scores of
recognition of ethical dilemma.
The last additional analysis compared male vs. female therapists on all of the
dependent variables (e.g. positive and negative affect, empathy, need for closure, need for
cognition, experience as a clinician, nonsexual multiple relationship training, and event
occurrence (scenarios) ethics training). This step was conducted to explain the
mechanisms underlying the finding that the gender of the subject was found to affect both
cognitive expenditure and recognition of an ethical dilemma. Specifically, male
participants evidenced greater cognitive expenditure but were less likely to recognize the
ethical dilemma than female participants. However, when male therapists were
compared to female therapists, no statistically significant gender differences were found
on any of the dependent variables.
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Figure 8: Relationship between Cognitive Expenditure and Recognition of Cognitive
Dilemma when the Variance Explained by Gender was Accounted for

DISCUSSION

The overall goal of this study was to examine a new conceptual model of factors
critical to recognition of an ethical dilemma involving a nonsexual multiple relationship
between a therapist and a client. The study was designed to help fill a gap in the existing
literature on ethical decision-making. This new model was founded on the conceptual
framework proposed by Street and his colleagues (2001). The model integrated the
components of the decision-making process, as well as the individual and situational
factors influencing those components, identified in existing general conceptual models
and specific behavioral guidelines. Street et al. proposed that the degree to which an
individual will expend cognitive effort (i.e., the level of cognitive expenditure) to
recognize (as well as think through and make a decision about) an ethical dilemma
depends on both motivation and ability elements. In turn, there are individual and
situational characteristics that impact both the individual’s motivation and ability. As
such, this study was intended to explore the role of the practitioners’ individual
motivation element (affective response to the dilemma, need for cognition, need for
closure [or tolerance of ambiguity], and gender) and ability element (e.g., type of ethics
training, experience as a clinician, and empathy) in their willingness to expend cognitive
energy to recognize an ethical dilemma involving a potential nonsexual multiple
relationship.
The findings of this study did not support the overall proposed conceptual model
of factors predicting the recognition of an ethical dilemma by a therapist. It was
hypothesized that the degree to which an individual engaged in cognitive expenditure
when assessing a potential ethical dilemma depended on both individual motivation
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(affective response to the dilemma [positive and negative], need for cognition,
need for closure vs. tolerance of ambiguity, and gender) and ability elements (e.g.,
empathy, nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training experience, event occurrence
(scenario) ethics training, and experience as a clinician).
The findings showed that the characteristics proposed to make up the individual
motivation and ability elements distributed differently than initially expected and thus
were redefined prior to the testing of the model. The new elements consisted of the
following characteristics: Factor 1 included need for cognition, need for closure,
empathy, and experience as a clinician; Factor 2 was composed of negative affect,
nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, and event occurrence (scenario) ethics
training. Based on the current findings, Factor 1 could be defined as the new individual
motivation component. First, it consisted of need for cognition and need for closure,
which were identified by Street and his colleagues (2001) to make up the individual
motivation component. Second, both empathy (e.g. feeling compassion or understanding
for another person) and experience as a clinician (e.g. knowledge or skills in clinical
work) could impact the level of motivation of an individual when engaging cognitively in
the decision-making process. As such, the individual motivation element appeared to
consist of two sub-elements: a cognitive one (need for cognition, need for closure, and
experience as a clinician) and an affective one (empathy).
Furthermore, Factor 2 could also be designated as the new individual ability
component, because it retained the two elements identified by Street and his colleagues
(2001) (i.e. nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training and event occurrence
(scenario) ethics training). Negative affect (also included in Factor 2), if thought of in
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terms of an emotional arousal, when low or high could impede the capacity (i.e. the
ability) the practitioner has when making a decision (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). The
relationship between negative affect and the nonsexual multiple relationship ethics
training as well as the event occurrence (scenario) ethics training could be explained by
the fact that with some training there could be a degree of "good" negative affect that is
aroused enough to motivate the practitioner to use their training to think through the
presented vignettes.
Furthermore, Welfel (2002) explained that the recognition component, and thus
the level of cognitive expenditure, of the ethical decision-making process are affected by
the professional’s “ethical sensitivity” (p. 25). She describes this factor as an awareness
of the “commonness, complexity, and subtleties of ethical dilemmas” in the mental health
profession and a vigilance for their detection (p. 26). It was proposed in this study that a
person’s ethical sensitivity would be captured by several individual ability elements. The
findings, however, suggested that “ethical sensitivity” may have two aspects - individual
motivation (Factor 1) and ability (Factor 2) characteristics.
Gender and positive affect did not relate to either of the newly identified factors
(Factors 1 and 2) and were included in the multiple regression analyses as individual
components. The results of the multiple regression indicated that gender, positive affect,
Factor 1 and Factor 2 characteristics together accounted for a significant amount of
variance in cognitive expenditure. However, with the exception of positive affect, the
characteristics did not explain significant amounts of variance when considered
individually. The variable with the strongest (significant) relationship with cognitive
expenditure was positive affect; greater positive affect was associated with greater
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cognitive expenditure. These findings supported in part Damasio’s (1994) suggestion
that the individual’s emotion has the potential to be beneficial or impinging to the
cognitive process when engaging in decision-making. Negative affect in this study was
overall low. Individual correlational analyses evidenced a significant positive association
between negative affect and need for closure, as well as negative relationships with
empathy and the need for cognition. Need for closure, need for cognition, and empathy
all appeared to have some relationship with cognitive expenditure, but the restriction of
range in negative affect likely to have interfered with robust multiple regression analyses.
Cognitive expenditure, the “extent to which the decision-maker is willing and able
to purposely expend cognitive effort in resolving an ethical issue” was predicted to
impact the initial component of the decision making process - recognition of an ethical
dilemma (Street et al, 2001, p. 258). The results of the current analyses indicated that
cognitive expenditure did not have a significant linear relationship with recognition of the
ethical dilemma. However, there was some support found for a curvilinear relationship
between cognitive expenditure and recognition of the ethical dilemma. These
observations are discussed in the next section.
Correlations among all elements, summarized in Table 8, revealed several
statistically significant relationships that were deemed informative to the interpretation of
the analyses testing the proposed model (See Figure 9). First, cognitive expenditure had
positive correlations with the need for cognition and positive affect. Additionally, the
degree of cognitive expenditure differed between male and female participants, with male
practitioners indicating greater expenditure of cognitive effort when evaluating ethical
dilemmas. This difference was not statistically significant, but did approach significance.
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In addition, gender was the only variable evidencing a significant relationship to
recognition of the ethical dilemma. The findings showed that female participants were
more likely to recognize the ethical dilemma than male participants.

Negative
affect
Event
occurrence
(scenarios)
ethics
training

Empathy

+
+

Nonsexual
multiple
relationship
training

Need for
closure

Gender
Need for
cognition

+
Experience as a
clinician

Positive
affect

+
Cognitive
expenditure

Recognition of
ethical dilemma

Figure 9. Results of the Correlational Analyses.

Furthermore, positive affect and empathy were both significantly positively
related to need for cognition. Greater positive affect and greater empathy were associated
with greater need for cognition. However, empathy had a negative relationship with need
for closure; greater empathy related significantly to greater tolerance of ambiguity
(smaller need for closure). Additionally, and not surprisingly, the need for cognition had
a negative relationship with the need for closure. The need for closure also negatively
associated with the nonsexual multiple relationship ethics training, indicating that lower
tolerance of ambiguity related to less ethics training on the topic of nonsexual multiple
relationships. On the other hand, the need for closure and negative affect were found to
be positively correlated; thus, the greater the negative affect experienced by the therapist
the less inclind he or she was to tolerate ambiguity (i.e. the greater the need for closure).
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In turn, event occurrence (scenario) ethics training and the nonsexual multiple
relationship ethics training had a positive relationship. Lastly, the need for closure had a
positive relationship with the experience as a clinician variable. This relationship was
approaching statistical significance, and thus was deemed important for consideration.
Although no conclusions can be made regarding the causal relationships among
these variables based on the correlations, these findings do suggest some interesting
hypotheses for further examination. It may be that clinical training helps those therapists
higher in empathy to avoid premature closure and invest in cognitive activity when
confronted with ethical dilemmas, which in turn could lead to greater cognitive
expenditure, particularly in the emotional context of positive affect. On the other hand,
when negative affect is activated, therapists may be more likely to be unable to tolerate
seems to relate the ambiguity inherent in an ethical dilemma and interrupt the cognitive
decision-making process.

Additional Analyses
Despite finding limited support for the proposed relationships, there were some
interesting trends identified in the data, such as the role of empathy and gender in the
therapists’ recognition of an ethical dilemma. As noted previously, the study consisted of
three vignettes. When looking at each vignette individually, it was found that empathy
contributed significantly to the recognition of the ethical dilemma in the first vignette.
This vignette appeared to be moderate in its difficulty, as indicated by the moderate level
of recognition frequency when compared to the other two vignettes. Thus, the more
empathic the participant, the more likely he or she was to recognize the ethical dilemma
in this vignette. Interestingly, empathy was shown to have a strong relationship with need
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for cognition and need for closure, both included in the individual motivation component
by Street and his colleagues (2001). Higher empathy scores associated significantly with
higher tolerance for ambiguity and higher need for cognition. Therefore, these
characteristics could be significant as predictors of recognition of the ethical dilemma,
but have different relational configurations from what was predicted in this study. For
example, empathy could directly impact recognition of ethical dilemma, rather than by
having an effect on cognitive expenditure.
In the third vignette, gender was shown to have the strongest relationship
(reaching significance) to recognition of the ethical dilemma; this vignette was
determined as the least difficult. Therefore, the likelihood of recognition of an ethical
dilemma appeared to differ between men and women when evaluating this vignette. The
observation of the role of gender as the strongest determining factor in the case of the
scenario with the most easily identified ethical issue could be indicative of the prior
research findings of men as being less risk aversive than women (Byrnes, Miller and
Schafer, 1999). Thus, in a case where the ethical issue was most obvious, female
participants were more likely to recognize it as problematic (i.e. unethical) than male
participants.
In the case of the second and the most difficult vignette, no element in the
proposed model was found to significantly impact recognition of the ethical dilemma. It
was noted however, that individuals who did identify the ethical dilemma in this vignette
when compared to others, on average showed lower empathy, less tolerance for
ambiguity (higher need for closure), and lower need for cognition. As such, higher
empathy alone, and/or lower need for closure, and/or higher need for cognition in this
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situation could have hindered the recognition process when facing the more complex or
difficult issues. These findings pointed to a potential interaction between empathy and the
nature or the difficulty of the dilemma presented (i.e. “moral intensity”) when predicting
the likelihood of recognition of the ethical problem. Therefore, when facing a complex
dilemma, moderate levels of empathy could lead to greater likelihood of recognition of an
ethical dilemma (i.e. a curvilinear relationship). Further research is needed to support
these interpretations.
Additional interesting trends were identified in the data when assessing responses
to all vignettes combined. As was discussed in the previous section, it was predicted at
the outset that the greater the degree of cognitive expenditure, the greater the likelihood
that the psychologist would recognize the ethical dilemma. The findings demonstrated the
relationship between these variables to be more complex. The results showed that there
was a curvilinear relationship between cognitive expenditure and recognition of the
ethical dilemma. This relationship was significant, when the variance explained by
gender was accounted for in the analysis. Therefore, higher levels of cognitive
expenditure associated with moderate likelihood of recognition of an ethical dilemma.
Low levels of cognitive expenditure related to both lower and higher likelihood of
recognition of an ethical dilemma.
In general, female therapists were found to be significantly more likely to
recognize an ethical dilemma than male therapists. This finding was not unexpected,
since research has repeatedly demonstrated that the gender of the decision-maker has
been shown to relate to the ethical decision making process. Kimmel (1991) found that
men tend to be more “risk favorable” and women tend to be more conservative in their
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decision-making process. Male practitioners were also found to rate several different
types of nonsexual multiple relationships as more ethical and engage in those
relationships more frequently than female therapists (Borys & Pope, 1989). Consistent
with these previous findings, males in this study appeared to be less likely to recognize
the potential for the risk of an unethical nonsexual multiple relationship.

Limitations of the Study
An apparent limitation in this study was the small sample size. One of the reasons
for the overall low response rate may have related to the fact that some of the
professionals who were contacted both by mail and e-mail were not engaged in clinical
practice (e.g., neuropsychologists). Another reason could be associated with the length of
the survey, some participants failed to complete all the measures in the study. The nature
of the topic in this study (i.e. cognitive decision making in clinical practice) could have
made some practitioners reluctant to participate. The study was being conducted by a
graduate student in training. As such, the respondents could have been affected by their
preconceived beliefs of the researcher’s credibility.
Another limitation involved the validity of the methodology used to measure
cognitive expenditure in this study. The operationalization of this variable was new in
this study and it is possible that the two questions developed did not fully assess the
concept of cognitive expenditure. It is likely, however, that it tapped into at least some
aspect of cognitive expenditure since it was observed to have a significant correlation
with the need for cognition variable, which in itself was developed to measure
individuals’ tendency to engage in and enjoy cognitive activity. As such, while the
measure of cognitive expenditure, as assessed in this study, was deemed adequate for
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analyses and interpretation, farther research likely is necessary to develop this complex
concept. It may be important to consider both the components of willingness and ability
to engage in cognitive activity identified by Street et al. (2001)
Furthermore, an additional limitation was that of the low reliability of negative
affect measure and of the therapists’ knowledge of the current ethics code utilized in this
study. The negative affect measure was likely to have been impacted by low variability in
the responses; most participants indicated low overall negative affect when filling out the
survey. Furthermore, the measurement of this variable was inverted, making a clear
interpretation of its meaning difficult. It may be of value to induce arousal of negative
mood when conducting a similar study to help provide higher negative affect scores. In
the case of the therapists’ knowledge of the current ethics code measure, additional items
should be included to help improve reliability.

Implications for Future Research
While the originally proposed model failed to completely capture the complex
phenomenon of recognition of the ethical dilemma, the results of this study could still be
utilized for further exploration of the factors involved. For example, the roles of
individual motivation and ability components in cognitive expenditure could be of
significance when considering the decision making steps that follow recognition. Street et
al. (2001), for example, incorporated the next three decision components depicted by
Rest (1986) as the “moral judgment,” “moral motivation,” and “moral character.” As
such, motivation elements, for example, could come into play later on in the decision
making process but not so at the stage of recognition alone. Thus, future research could
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benefit from applying the predictive model for the decision making process when the
dilemma was already recognized as ethically problematic.
Importantly, the findings did indicate a role of certain variables to be useful in
predicting cognitive expenditure (i.e. positive affect and need for cognition). On the
other hand, there were variables such as gender and empathy that acted as predictors of
recognition of ethical dilemma. The role of difficulty of the presenting dilemma (i.e.
moral intensity as defined in Street et al. (2001)) could have contributed to what
characteristics showed significance as predictors of recognition of an ethical issue. Thus,
the future research could study situational characteristics (e.g., moral intensity) in how,
for example, they relate to characteristics (e.g., empathy and gender) predicting
recognition of the ethical dilemma.
Hodges and Klein (2001) noted that consistency in the level of empathy may be
deemed honorable but less adaptive than empathic variability. The authors indicated that
empathy could range from “the cherished person who consistently seems to have our
interest at heart” to “the insensitive lout” (p. 437). People with lack of empathy could
find themselves isolated from others in their environment. On the other hand, highly
empathic individuals could neglect their own personal needs. Thus, empathy could have
its advantages and disadvantages. The most adaptive level of empathy could vary
depending on a given situation. Thus, another implication for future research would be to
measure variability in empathy as a predictor of cognitive expenditure as well as
recognition of an ethical dilemma.
Another implication for future research specifically related to means of measuring
a few of the variables. There are many available measures to address the variables
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examined within the current study. However, there does not appear to be any specific
measure used to examine cognitive expenditure. Therefore, it was difficult to determine
whether small sample size or measurement issues contributed to the findings of the
current study. Future research may benefit from replicating a predictive model for
recognition of ethical dilemma using different measures with a larger sample size.
Furthermore, findings in this study showed male participants to differ from female
in both the level of cognitive expenditure and likelihood of recognition. However, no
differences in empathy, need for closure, or other dependent variables were found when
compared female therapists to males. As such there may be additional factor(s) (e.g. risk
taking) that should be measured when assessing recognition of the ethical dilemma to
determine the characteristics that play a role in distinguishing male and female responses.
It could also be that the gender differences found in this study related to a bias in the
clients described in the vignettes, with male therapists reacting differently than female
therapists when the client in the vignette was female. Thus, additional research is needed
to determine whether similar findings would be noted when participants face ethical
dilemmas with male client/patient.

Implications for Clinical Training
The findings in this study indicated that there may be a complex relationship
between determining factors and recognition of an ethical dilemma. Overall, the best
predictor of recognition of a potential nonsexual multiple relationship was gender; male
therapists were less likely than female therapists to recognize the potential for a
problematic nonsexual multiple relationship. Additional analyses revealed that in the
situations where the ethical dilemma was most apparent, men appeared to be less likely to
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perceive it as a potential risk for an unethical nonsexual multiple relationship. Empathy
appeared to be the strongest predictor, independent of gender, when the ethical dilemma
was less obvious.
As such, the findings of this study suggested that it may be imperative that
therapists during their training learn to consider the role of the identified factors (e.g.
gender and empathy) in their decision-making process when facing ethical dilemmas. For
example, supervisors and/or instructors could incorporate these concepts into their
curricula to help facilitate recognition of the potential for a nonsexual multiple
relationship. The training could include raising the awareness of the moral intensity as a
factor when evaluating a dilemma, while emphasizing gender differences when the
dilemma is fairly obvious. This could be accomplished with the use of exposure to
different real life scenarios of various levels of moral intensity. Experience with such
vignettes could also be applied when training to increase empathy, i.e. facilitating
adaptation of the effort expended in attending to another person’s experience. The
findings indicated that training with scenarios appeared to be positively related to
tolerance of ambiguity, which in turn related positively to empathy and cognitive
engagement. As suggested by Street and colleagues (2001), it may be that such education
is a particularly powerful type of ethics training for new clinicians, certainly worthy of
further empirical testing.
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LETTER TO PARTICIPANTS

Dear Clinician:
You are invited to participate in an important study on decision-making in clinical
practice and enter a drawing for one of three $50 gift certificates to the Olive Garden
Italian Restaurant. The study is my Master’s thesis research project.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY:
This study will examine how therapists make decisions in their clinical practice.
The intent is to examine the impact of certain demographic attributes as well as the
therapists’ thoughts and feelings when engaged in the decision-making process. . You
were selected to participate due to your current status as a member of California
Psychological Association (CPA) and your involvement in some clinical practice with
therapy clients.
HOW TO GET INVOLVED:
Please go to the following website www.dianasurvev.com to access the survey. It
will take approximately 20 minutes of your time. You will be asked to read three short
clinical vignettes and then answer some questions regarding each vignette. You will then
be asked to complete some demographic information and some questionnaires regarding
your thoughts and feelings when in clinical practice as well as when facing general
experiences in your life.
If you would like to enter the drawing for one of the gift certificates, please return
the enclosed raffle entry postcard with your name and contact information on it no later
than one week after receiving this letter. The drawing for the three gift certificates will
take place at the end of data collection.
Please take a few minutes now to visit the website and complete my survey.
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR VISITING THE STUDY WEBSITE!
Sincerely,

Diana Jochai
Clinical Psychology Ph. D. Student
Dept, of Psychology
Loma Linda University

Janet Sonne, Ph. D.
Clinical Professor
Dept, of Psychology
Loma Linda University
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INFORMED CONSENT

Dear Clinician:
My name is Diana Jochai and I am currently enrolled in the Clinical Psychology Ph.D.
program at Loma Linda University. I am conducting a research project for my Master’s
thesis requirement which will investigate the decision-making process in interpersonal
situations involving therapists and clients.
The purpose of this letter is to inform you about this research project and to invite you to
participate. You were selected to participate due to your current status as a licensed
psychologist in California and your involvement as a psychologist in at least some
clinical practice in which you see therapy clients. Before deciding to give your consent to
participate, please read through the following information carefully and ask any questions
you may have.
Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this study is to collect information concerning how therapists make
decisions in their clinical practice. The intent is to examine the impact of various
attributes of the therapist, including how they think and feel when engaged in the
decision-making process. It is hypothesized that affective, cognitive, and demographic
factors play a role in decision-making.
Procedure
Participation will take approximately 20 minutes of your time. We are asking you to
complete a survey, answering questions about your experience as a clinician and your
thoughts and feelings when in practice as well as when facing general experiences in your
life. You will also be asked to read three clinical scenarios and provide your reactions to
them.
Risks
The risks of participating in this study are minimal, no greater than those encountered
when you make decisions in your everyday life. Any risks potentially stem from recalling
and disclosing some relatively personal information. There may be times while
completing the survey that you feel uncomfortable while remembering unpleasant events
that may have occurred recently, such as your personal interactions with a challenging
client. If you begin to feel uncomfortable you have the right to stop responding to the
survey at any time during the process if you choose to do so.
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Benefits
Although there is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study, you will be
providing valuable information that may be beneficial to the understanding of the
decision-making processes inherent in the clinical interaction between therapist and
client.
Participant’s Rights
Your participation is voluntary; there is no penalty for not participating and you can
choose to withdraw at any time.
Confidentiality
Confidentiality will be maintained at all times. Your name and your email address will
not be linked to the surveys in any way. The answers you provide will be combined with
other participants’ answers in order to conduct group analyses. Any publications or
presentations resulting from this study will refer only to the grouped results.
Costs/Reimbursement
There are no costs for taking part in this study nor will you be compensated or
reimbursed for participation. However, for your participation in this study you are offered
a chance to participate in a drawing for one of three $50 gift certificates to the Olive
Garden Italian Restaurant. If you are interested in being a part of the drawing, please fill
out the pre-stamped postcard that was included in the initial letter you received regarding
this research project and return it by mail within a week of reading the consent if you
have not already done so. At the conclusion of data collection, three postcards will be
randomly drawn to each receive one of the gift certificates.
Impartial Third Party Contact
If you wish to contact an impartial third party not associated with this study regarding
any concerns you may have about this study, you may contact the Office of Patient
Relations, Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda, CA 92354, phone (909)
558-4647 for information and assistance.
Informed Consent
If you have any questions about this project, please do not hesitate to contact me, Diana
Jochai, at (909) 558-8748 or djochai@aol.com, or Dr. Janet Sonne, Research Committee
Chair, at (714) 969-9377 orjsonnephd@yahoo.com. You may also contact an impartial
third party not involved with this study at the Office of Patient Relations, Loma Linda
University Medical Center, Loma Linda, CA 92354, phone (909) 558-4647 with any
concerns about this project.
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If, you decide to discontinue the survey at any time, for any reason, you are free to do so.
You will receive the opportunity to enter the drawing for the gift certificate whether you
complete the survey or not if you return the pre-stamped postcard within the designated
time frame. If you have any questions regarding this study, we will be happy to answer
them.
You can choose to print this informed consent form from the print option in your web
browser.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Janet Sonne, Ph. D.
Clinical Professor
Dept, of Psychology
Loma Linda University

Diana Jochai
Graduate Psychology Student
Dept, of Psychology
Loma Linda University

Informed Consent Statement
I have read the contents of the consent form and have been given the opportunity to
ask questions concerning this study. I have been provided an option to print a copy
of this form. I hereby give my voluntary consent to participate in this study. Filling
out this survey acknowledges my passive consent to participate in this study. This
does not waive my rights nor does it release the investigators or institution from
their responsibilities. I may call Dr. Janet Sonne at (714) 969-9377 if I have
additional questions or concerns.

VIGNETTE 1 AND RELATED QUESTIONS

Please read the following vignette and respond to all of the questions that follow... (You
will be able to proceed to the next page only upon completion of all questions on this
page-)
Vignette 1:
M. is a 25-year-old woman whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for
four months. M. entered therapy due to her difficulty with coping with her older brother’s
sudden death. She has reported to you that he had a history of drug and alcohol abuse.
She indicated that following his death she has had recurring dreams of him choking her
and has often felt faint after waking up from the dream. M. told you that she fears that her
brother may have tried to hurt her when they were younger, but that she has repressed a
clear memory of the event. She expressed concern that now that he is gone, she will never
be able to confront him and confirm or disconfirm her fear. In the process of working
with her you have noticed that she often appears to have difficulty identifying her
emotional responses and sharing with you her feelings. When she came in to see you
yesterday, M. noticed that you were suffering from a newly acquired cold. At the end of
the session, M. offered to go buy you some cold medication and bring it back to the
office so that you could have some to take throughout your work day.
1.
What issues (if any) are raised regarding your therapy with this client? (Please
number each issue: #1, #2, #3, #4, etc.)
Have you ever been confronted with any of the issue(s) that you identified above
in your practice? Which one(s)? (Please list by number: #2, #4, etc.)
2.

For each issue you have been confronted with in your practice, please indicate
whether it has been confronted frequently, occasionally, or infrequently (e.g.,#2,
infrequently; #4, frequently).
3.

4.
How much effort did you expend in your assessment of the issues raised in this
vignette?
0

Not at all
5.

1

2

3

4

5
6
Moderate

7

8

How confident are you about your answer to the question #1?
1
8
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all
Somewhat
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9

10

Significant

9

10

Very

VIGNETTE 2 AND RELATED QUESTIONS

Please read the following vignette and respond to all of the questions that follow... (You
will be able to proceed to the next page only upon completion of all questions on this
page.)
Vignette 2:
C. is a 25-year-old woman whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for
four months. She lives with her boyfriend in a nearby city. They moved recently to the
city from another state; her parents and siblings still live in that state. She does not yet
have a job; she depends on her boyfriend’s income. He works as an auto mechanic. She
presented for therapy with complaints of anxiety and depression. She reported that her
symptoms began when she and her boyfriend began having problems in their
relationship. She also reported a history of childhood sexual abuse. You have developed a
good working relationship with her; she is intelligent and motivated to engage in therapy.
When she came in to see you yesterday, she reported that she and her boyfriend had an
argument the night before. She wonders if you know of any place she could stay until she
can find an inexpensive apartment. She explained that her boyfriend grabbed her arm and
threw her on the floor of their bedroom. She left the apartment and rented a motel room.
C. expressed great concern that she cannot afford the motel much longer and did not
know where she was going to find a safe place to live.
1. What issues (if any) are raised regarding your therapy with this client? (Please
number each issue: #1, #2, #3, #4, etc.)
2. Have you ever been confronted with any of the issue(s) that you identified above in
your practice? Which one(s)? (Please list by number: #2, #4, etc.)
3. For each issue you have been confronted with in your practice, please indicate
whether it has been confronted frequently, occasionally, or infrequently (e.g.,#2,
infrequently; #4, frequently).
4. How much effort did you expend in your assessment of the issues raised in this
vignette?
8

9

10
Significant

5. How confident are you about your answer to the question #1?
1
8
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all
Somewhat

9

10
Very

0

Not at all

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Moderate
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VIGNETTE 3 AND RELATED QUESTIONS

Please read the following vignette and respond to all of the questions that follow... (You
will be able to proceed to the next page only upon completion of all questions on this
page-)
Vignette 3:
T. is a 25-year-old woman whom you have been seeing in individual psychotherapy for
four months. She has been experiencing distress due to a recent divorce, including poor
sleep, feelings of sadness, anhedonia, and decreased appetite. She has a BA degree in art
history from a prominent university. She appears to be very articulate, open to exploring
her experiences, and motivated to engage in therapy. When she came in to see you
yesterday, she talked about her relationship with her father who is a very successful real
estate investor. She indicated that her father has always been distant and has never
understood her passion for art. He believes it to be a worthless profession with little
chance for financial success. T. told you that despite her longtime resistance, she recently
accepted his offer to work as a part time assistant in his office to help sustain herself
financially. During this time he has been teaching her about investments and has helped
her learn how to trade stock. She has been sharing some of her skills with her closest
friends, helping them attain some success in financial stability. She further indicated that
because of her progress in therapy and your help she wants to share with you an
upcoming transaction that could entail a great financial gain.
1.
What issues (if any) are raised regarding your therapy with this client? (Please
number each issue: #1, #2, #3, #4, etc.)
Have you ever been confronted with any of the issue(s) that you identified above
in your practice? Which one(s)? (Please list by number: #2, #4, etc.)

2.

For each issue you have been confronted with in your practice, please indicate
whether it has been confronted frequently, occasionally, or infrequently (e.g.,#2,
infrequently; #4, frequently).
3.

How much effort did you expend in your assessment of the issues raised in this
vignette?
4.

8

9

10
Significant

How confident are you about your answer to the question #1 ?
8
1
4
5
6
7
2
0
3
Somewhat
Not at all

9

10
Very

0

Not at all

5.

1

2

3

4

5
6
Moderate
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7

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE AFFECT SCHEDULE
(Watson, Clark, & Tellegan, 1988)

This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.
Read each word and indicate to what extent it is true for you just after you read and
considered the clinical vignettes. Use the following scale to record your answers in the
space to the right of each word.

1

very slightly
or not at all

2

3

4

a little

moderately

quite a bit

irritable
alert
ashamed
inspired
nervous
determined
attentive
jittery
active
afraid

interested
distressed
excited
upset
strong
guilty
scared
hostile
enthusiastic
proud
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5
extremely

NEED FOR COGNITION SCALE
(Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984)

Read each statement below and indicate the number that best fits your perception of
yourself:
-4 = very strongly disagree
- 3 = strongly disagree
- 2 = moderately disagree
- 1 = slightly disagree
0 = neither agreement nor disagreement
+ 1 = slightly agree
+ 2 = moderately agree
+ 3 = strongly agree
+ 4 = very strongly agree

1. I would prefer complex to simple problems.
2. I like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of
thinking.
3. Thinking is not my idea of fun.
_____4. I would rather do something that requires little thought than something that is
sure to challenge my thinking abilities.
____ 5. I try to anticipate and avoid situations where there is likely chance I will have to
think in depth about something.
6. I find satisfaction in deliberating hard and for long hours.
7. I only think as hard as I have to.
8. I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones.
9. I like tasks that require little thought once I’ve learned them.
10. The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top appeals to me.
11.1 really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.
12. Learning new ways to think doesn’t excite me very much.
13.1 prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.

Ill
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14. The notion of thinking abstractly is appealing to me.
_____15.1 would prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is
somewhat important but does not require much thought.
_____16. I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of
mental effort.
17. It’s enough for me that something gets the job done; I don’t care how or why it
works.
18.1 usually end up deliberating about issues even when they do not affect me
personally.

MULTIPLE STIMULUS TYPES OF AMBIGUITY TOLERANCE
(McLain, 1993)
Please read each statement carefully. Then indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree by placing in front of the statement the number corresponding to your feelings
according to the scale below:
1
2
strongly disagree

3

4

5

neither agree
nor disagree

6

7

strongly agree

1.1 don’t tolerate ambiguous situations well.
2.1 find it difficult to respond when faced with an unexpected event
_3. I don’t think new situations are any more threatening than familiar situations.
4. I’m drawn to situations which can be interpreted in more than one way.
5.1 would rather avoid solving a problem that must be viewed from several
different perspectives.
6. I try to avoid situations which are ambiguous.
__7.1 am good at managing unpredictable situations.
8. I prefer familiar situations to new ones.
__9. Problems which cannot be considered from just one point of view are a little
threatening.
10.1 avoid situations which are too complicated for me to easily understand.
11.1 am tolerant of ambiguous situations.
12. I enjoy tackling problems which are complex enough to be ambiguous.
13.1 try to avoid problems which don’t seem to have only one “best” solution.
14.1 often find myself looking for something new, rather than trying to hold things
constant in my life.
15.1 generally prefer novelty over familiarity.
16.1 dislike ambiguous situations.
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__17. Some problems are so complex that just trying to understand them is fim.
__18.1 have little trouble coping with unexpected events.
__19.1 pursue problem situations which are so complex some people call them “mind
boggling.”
20.1 find it hard to make a choice when the outcome is uncertain.
__21.1 enjoy an occasional surprise.
__22.1 prefer a situation in which there is some ambiguity.
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INTERPERSONAL REACTIVITY INDEX
(Davis, 1983)
The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of
situations. For each item, indicate how well it describes you by choosing the appropriate
number from the scale below. Then fill in your answer next to each item number. Please
read each item carefully before responding. Answer as honestly as you can.
1
does not describe
me well

2

3

4

5
does describe
me well

1.1 often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me.
2.1 sometimes find it difficult to see things from the “other guy’s” point of view.
3. Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for the other person when they are having
problems.
4.1 try to look at everybody’s side of a disagreement before I make a decision.
5. When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective towards
them.
__ 6. I sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look from
their perspective.
7. Other people’s misfortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal.
__ 8. If I’m sure I’m right about something, I don’t waste time listening to other people’s
arguments.
__ 9. When I see somebody being treated unfairly, I sometimes don’t feel very much pity
for them.
10.1 am often quite touched by things that I see happen.
11.1 believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both.
12. I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person.
13. When I’m upset at someone, I usually try to “put myself in his shoes” for a while.
14. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their
place.
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ETHICAL KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE
Below are several statements regarding the professional conduct of psychologists as
presented in the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles of
Psychologists and Code of Conduct (2002). Please indicate in the space provided under
each statement whether the statement is TRUE (T) or FALSE (F) according to the Code.
___1. Psychologists may ignore the requirements of the law, regulations, or other
governing legal authority when ethical responsibilities conflict with those legal
requirements.
(False)
___2. Psychologists may never provide services when they are asked to treat individuals
for whom they do not have appropriate prior training or experience when other mental
health services are not available.
(False)
__ 3. When psychologists become aware of personal problems that may interfere with
their performing their professional work adequately, they should immediately terminate
their work-related duties.
(False)
___4. It is unethical for a psychologist who is in a professional role with a person to
engage in a personal role with the same person at the same time.
(False)
__ 5. The written consent of the client/patient is necessary before the psychologist may
disclose any confidential information regarding the client/patient.
(False)
6. Psychologists may solicit testimonials from current therapy clients/patients.
(False)
7. Psychologists may barter with their clients/patients under specific circumstances.
(True)
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___8. Psychologists may engage in sexual intimacies with former clients/patients if they
meet the ethical requirement of waiting two years after cessation or termination of
therapy.
(False)
___9. Psychologists may terminate therapy when threatened or otherwise endangered by
the client/patient or another person with whom the client/patient has a relationship.
(True)
___10. Psychologists may not engage in sexual relationships with individuals they know
to be close relatives of current clients/patients.
(True)

DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE

ABOUT YOU:
1. Your gender:

Female

Male

2. Your age:
3. Your most advanced degree in psychology:
4. Are you licensed as a psychologist in California? (Please circle): Yes or No
5. If yes, what year were you first licensed as a psychologist?
6. Your primary therapeutic orientation (check only one):
Behavioral
Eclectic ___
Interpersonal

_Client-centered _________Cognitive
Psychodynamic/Psychoanalytic
Gestalt
Other (please describe)

7. While you were in graduate school training, how many years involved supervised
training in the provi sion of psychotherapy? __________
8. Please rate the amount of graduate training you received on the topic of nonsexual
multiple relationships:
0

None

1
Minimal

2

Moderate

3

Extensive

4

Very extensive

9. To what degree did that training involve presentation of clinical scenarios for you to
reason through?
0

None

1

Minimal

2

Moderate

3

Extensive

4

Very extensive

10. How much of your professional practice has included the provision of psychotherapy
to adult clients/patients over the past 5 years?
0

None

1
Minimal
(<20%)

2

Moderate
(20 - 45%)
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3

Extensive
(45 - 70%)

4

Very extensive
(70%>)
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11. For what number of years have you provided psychotherapy to adult clients/patients?
0

None

1
Minimal
(<2years)

2

Moderate
(2-5years)

3

Extensive
(6-10years)

4

Very extensive
(>10years)

12. In what year did you receive yom first formal training after graduate school in the
ethical conduct of clinical practice?____________
13. In what year did you receive your most recent postgraduate training in ethical
conduct of clinical practice?______________
14. Please rate the amount of training after graduate school you have received on the
topic of nonsexual multiple relationships:
0

None

1
Minimal

2

Moderate

3

Extensive

4

Very extensive

15. To what degree did that training involve presentation of clinical scenarios for you to
reason through?
0

None

1
Minimal

2

Moderate

3

Extensive

4

Very extensive

RULES FOR SCORING RESPONSES TO THE VIGNETTES

Definition of Multiple Relationship:
(a) A multiple relationship occurs when a psychologist is in a professional role with a
person and (1) at the same time is in another role with the same person, (2) at the same time
is in a relationship with a person closely associated with or related to the person with whom
the psychologist has the professional relationship, or (3) promises to enter into another
relationship in the future with the person or a person closely associated with or related to the
person. (Principle 3.05)
Rules for Scoring:
A score of 2 will be given if:
- The subject indicates explicitly the potential for a dual or multiple relationship
between the therapist and the client.
-The subject indicates explicitly the potential for the therapist or the client to take on
additional roles different from those in the therapeutic relationship (e.g., the client
becomes a friend; the client runs an errand; the therapist becomes a landlord for the
client).
- The subject indicates explicitly the potential for the blurring or confusion or exchange
of roles between the therapist and the client (e.g., the client taking care of the
therapist; the therapist getting his or her needs met by the client).
A score of 1 will be given if:
- The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential
for a dual or multiple relationship.
-The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential
for the blurring, confusion, or exchange of therapist/client roles.
-The subject recognizes a boundary issue, but does not explicitly indicate the potential for
the addition of roles beyond those of therapist and client.
- The subject indicates an action by the client or therapist that appears to cross a boundary
(e.g., giving a gift) but does not explicitly indicate the potential for a dual or multiple
relationship or implications for the therapist and/or client roles.
A score of 0 will be given if.
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- The subject fails to recognize any of the above dual or multiple relationship, role
confusion or change, or boundary issues between the therapist and client (e.g., the subject
indicates relationship issues between the client and people other than the therapist, as in
domestic violence or possible sexual abuse)

